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Abstract 
In the natural language processing, there are two different approaches: (1) knowledge-
based approach which applies knowledge and rules to solve problems and (2) corpus-
based approach which uses statistical methods to solve problems. The statistics are 
calculated from a corpus, which is a large collection of texts. In general, the 
knowledge-based approach is with an accuracy higher than that of the corpus-based 
approach. But it is often domain restricted, and the process of knowledge acquisition 
is time-consuming and labor-intensive. When the domain is changed, the knowledge 
acquisition process has to be repeated. Conversely, the corpus-based approach is more 
robust. The same statistical method can be applied to different domains. 
In this dissertation, the ultimate aim is to increase the accuracy of corpus-based 
approach. For this purpose, one needs to solve two problems commonly found in the 
applications using traditional corpus-based approach. First, there are often some 
irrelevant materials encountered in a corpus when statistical data are collected and 
calculated. For example, a typical kind of irrelevance is the stopword (e.g. "the") 
found in texts. But it is not easy to identify and ignore the irrelevance in the traditional 
corpus-based approach in which there is only one corpus involved in the training. 
Second, the initial probabilistic approximations calculated from a corpus often require 
to be modified to reduce the error rate. But this kind of modification is often 
performed manually after the evaluation of initial performance. If the problem of 
distinguishing the relevant data from irrelevant ones can be solved, and an automatic 
procedure of probabilistic approximation modification can be developed, the accuracy 
ofcorpus-based approach can be improved to a certain extent. 
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In this dissertation, the induction learning approach is applied to attempt to 
solve these two problems�In the corpus-based induction learning approach, there are 
two training corpora (i.e. positive corpus and negative corpus) used in an application. 
The positive corpus is relevant to an aim of performing a certain kind of statistical 
calculation while the negative corpus is irrelevant to the aim. Through the comparison 
between these two corpora, the linguistic facts that are really relevant can be identified, 
and then processed. In addition, these two corpora can be used to control an 
automatic modification of probabilistic approximations calculated from the corpora. 
With the comparison between the positive and negative corpora, it is possible to avoid 
the over-modification that can make probabilistic approximations biased. A technique 
called learning feedback modification will be introduced to modify the probabilistic 
approximations, based on the training results of the positive and negative corpora. 
The details of this corpus-based induction learning approach will be elaborated 
in this dissertation. There are three different applications implementing this approach. 
They are (1) identification of domain-specific phrases and templates in Chinese texts, 
(2) construction of modification rules to improve the accuracy of Chinese word 
segmentation, and (3) automatic indexing of controlled index terms. The experimental 
results have shown that this approach is better than the traditional corpus-based 
approach because the accuracy can be improved. 
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The natural language is used for the communication between people. It can be 
divided into written form and spoken form. For the human, the difficulties of 
processing these two language forms may be similar. But for the computer, 
processing the written language is easier than processing the spoken one. Because 
some difficult tasks (e.g. handling noise and ambiguities from the audio signal) are 
required in processing spoken language. In this dissertation, we mainly focus on the 
written form ofthe natural language. To be exact, the term "natural language" used 
in this dissertation is often referred to as texts that are already stored in a machine-
readable form. The particular natural languages used as examples in this dissertation 
are mainly English and Chinese. 
The ultimate aim of natural language processing is that a computer can 
process and understand the natural language, just like what the human does. The 
following are some characteristics of natural language. They make the natural 
language processing difficult. 
1) The information carried by the natural language may be incomplete. The omitted 
information should be completed by some other means (e.g. the common sense). 
For example, in the sentence ”Johi went to see doctor". The superficial meaning of 
this sentence isjust a seeing event. But it also implies that John was ill and he might 
need to take some medicine obtained from a doctor. 
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2) The meaning ofthe same sentence and the same word can be different in different 
contexts. One needs to consider the context to determine the exact meaning. For 
example, the word "base" means different things in different domains such as 
chemistry, mathematics, military and baseball. One more example, the expression "/ 
am sorry" may be used for expressing an excuse or a sympathy. 
3) The usage of natural language are being changed ceaselessly. People need to 
learn these changes. A typical example is the expression "long time no see", which 
was supposed to be grammatically wrong in the past, but it is gradually accepted by 
people including those who use English as mother tongue. 
4) For expressing a certain thing, there are often many ways to do so. One needs to 
identify whether two expressions are the same or not. For example, the sentences "it 
rains'' and ''Heaven pours'' express the same meaning. The first one is obvious and 
easy to understand while the second one requires a little bit of imagination to 
understand. 
Because of these difficulties，it is generally thought that intelligence is 
required to understand the natural language. Thus, traditionally, the researches on 
the natural language processing often emphasized the usage of knowledge and rules 
inferencing knowledge. The knowledge-based approach of natural language 
processing has been being the main trend in this research area for years since 1960s. 
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In the field of natural language processing, there are different applications 
such as syntactic parsing, spelling correction and question answering. They are with 
different degrees ofknowledge requirement. But there are common problems in the 
knowledge-based approach. First, the knowledge acquisition and management are 
time-consuming and labor-intensive. Second, this approach is often domain-specific 
because processing the general texts requires a lot of knowledge. Third, even in a 
specific domain, only a sub-set of the language can be manipulated. Some 
complicated texts cannot be processed successfiilly in this approach. 
Another approach to the natural language processing is the corpus-based 
approach. Defined simply, a corpus is a large collection of running texts. In this 
approach, the statistical data (such as word frequencies) obtained from the corpus 
are used for making decisions. For example, in an application of spelling correction, 
a string "xig" is found to be an error in the following phrase, and a word is being 
proposed to correct this error. 
the xig dog 
Assume the proposed words may be "big", "dig", "fig", "Jig" and "pig". 
Instead of using syntactic rules to determine which word is the most suitable, the co-
occurrence frequencies of words (or their syntactic tags) found in a corpus are used 
to make such a decision. If the co-occurrence frequency of the word sequence 
"the", "big" and "dog" (or its syntactic co-occurrence pattem: article, adjective, 
noun) is higher than those of the other combinations, the word "big" will be 
suggested finally. 
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Compared with the knowledge-based approach, the corpus-based approach 
is more robust. The corpus-based approach does not require knowledge acquisition. 
Moreover, it is domain independent and it is supposed to be able to process all the 
running texts, instead of only a sub-set oflanguage in a specific domain. However, 
one major drawback in the corpus-based approach is that its accuracy is generally 
lower than that ofthe knowledge-based approach. In order to increase the accuracy 
of the corpus-based approach, two ways of improvements are proposed for this 
approach. They are (1) induction learning and (2) learning feedback modification. 
The main aim ofthese two improvements is to calculate and modify the probabilistic 
approximations that can be closer to the reality. The rationale and the 
implementation of these two methods will be elaborated in this dissertation. The 
following are the brief descriptions of what will be mentioned in the following 
chapters. 
In Chapter 2，there is a background study of natural language processing. 
The knowledge-based approach and the corpus-based approach will be described. 
In the knowledge-based approach, the morphological analysis, syntactic parsing and 
semantic analysis will be explained with some typical examples. The main drawback, 
which is the acquisition and management of a lot of knowledge and rules, in the 
knowledge-based approach will be described. 
Then, the basic concept of corpus-based approach will be described with a 
typical example of syntactic tagging. The state of art of this approach will be 
mentioned. There will be a comparison between the corpus-based approach and the 
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knowledge-based approach. Different viewpoints for and against the corpus-based 
approach will be described. At the end ofthis chapter, it will be concluded that both 
approaches are with their strong and weak points. They should co-operate with 
each other, instead of rejecting each other. 
In Chapter 3，the induction learning applied in the corpus-based approach 
will be introduced. The basic concept ofinduction learning will be described first. It 
is a way oflearning generalized features from a set of positive and negative examples 
of an object. It is applied in the corpus-based approach in the hope that the 
performance (which is based on probabilistic approximations) can be improved to a 
certain extent. A general model of a traditional corpus-based approach and a model 
after the incorporation of induction learning will be presented in this chapter. In 
fact, it will be explained that the induction learning and corpus-based approach can 
compensate the weakness of each other. 
In the traditional corpus-based approach, decisions are made, based on the 
probabilistic approximations calculated from the training corpus. However, it is 
often necessary to modify the probabilistic approximations to make them closer to 
the real world data. The errors found in results can be fed back to the human, and 
then the modification of these probabilistic approximations is often performed 
manually. The learning feedback modification, which is a method automatically 
modifying the probabilistic approximations, will be introduced in Chapter 3. Using 
this method, the probabilistic approximations are modified in iterations until an 
optimal state is obtained. 
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In Chapters 4 to 6，the corpus-based induction learning approach is 
implemented in three applications. They are identification of Chinese phrases and 
templates in domain-specific texts (Chapter 4)，construction of modification rules to 
improve the accuracy of Chinese word segmentation (Chapter 5), and automatic 
indexing of controlled index terms (Chapter 6). 
In Chapter 4，we solve the problem ofidentifying phrases and templates from 
domain-specific Chinese texts. This is a typical kind of problem solved by the 
traditional corpus-based approach. We are going to illustrate what the advantages 
are when a domain-specific corpus and a domain-general corpus (instead of only one 
training corpus) are used. In this chapter, the drawbacks of using the traditional 
corpus-based approach to solving this problem will be described first. Then, 
statistical methods based on two corpora (i.e. a domain-specific corpus and a 
domain-general corpus) will be introduced. Experimental results have shown that 
the phrases and templates from domain-specific texts can be identified successfully. 
In Chapter 5, the corpus-based induction learning approach will be 
implemented to assist in solving the problem of Chinese word segmentation. In this 
chapter, some traditional methods of Chinese word segmentation will be described 
first. It is found that there is no method which can completely solve the problem 
with 100% correctness. Instead of developing a new word segmentation algorithm, 
a method is proposed to construct rules modifying the word segmentation results to 
make them more accurate. The modification rules are constructed, based on the 
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correlations between contexts and the strings that need to be modified. Experiments 
have been performed and it is shown that the accuracy of word segmentation can be 
increased. This result can show that the method based on the statistics of corpora 
can co-operate with other methods to solve a problem in the natural language 
processing. 
In Chapter 6，the corpus-based induction learning approach will be 
implemented to solve the problem of automatic indexing of controlled index terms. 
In this chapter, the traditional automatic indexing methods will be described first. 
Then, how the concept of induction learning is adopted in the automatic indexing 
will be described. Experiments have been performed to evaluate this approach. 
Then, the learning feedback modification is used to modify the probabilistic 
approximations. The effect of learning feedback modification is evaluated by 
experiments. Finally, it is shown that，the corpus-based induction learning approach 
and learning feedback modification can attain a satisfactory result in this application, 
compared with the traditional corpus-based approach. 
In Chapter 7, there will be a conclusion of this dissertation. First, the 
procedure of corpus-based induction learning approach used in different applications 
and their experimental results will be summarized. It will be shown that the 
induction learning and learning feedback modification can practically improve the 
traditional corpus-based approach. The aims of the corpus-based induction learning 
approach will be reiterated. The first aim is to identify and ignore the irrelevance 
encountered in the calculation of probabilistic approximation. The second aim is to 
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provide a method to modify the probabilistic approximations automatically to make 
them close to the real world data. These two aims can ultimately increase the 
accuracy of the corpus-based approach. 
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Chapter 2 
Background Study of Natural Language Processing 
In this chapter, the background of natural language processing will be presented. 
Mainly, the knowledge-based and corpus-based approaches, which are two different 
research directions in this field, will be described. The differences between these 
two approaches will be mentioned in order to illustrate the advantages and 
disadvantages of them. 
In the 1960s, there were mainly two different trends in the research of the 
natural language processing. One was the knowledge-based approach while another 
was the corpus-based approach. The knowledge-based approach emphasizes on the 
fact that since the human processing of the natural language requires the ability of 
understanding, a successfiil computer processing system of the natural language 
should depend on grammatical rules, logical inference ability, and the knowledge of 
real world. In the corpus-based approach, it is assumed that if a large amount of 
language data (i.e. a corpus) are analyzed, it is possible to compensate the lack of 
such knowledge and the ability to inference them. The corpus-based approach deals 
with the natural language using probabilistic approximations, based on the analysis 
of data found in the corpus. In the following paragraphs, the details of these two 
approaches will be described. 
2.1. Knowledge-based approach 
Like other fields where the aim is to develop a computer system performing some 
tasks with human intelligence, the natural language processing was proposed to be 
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solved by the knowledge-based approach. This approach was considered to be the 
main trend in the early 1960s, under the influence of cognitive psychology. In the 
traditional way, there are three typical steps involved in the knowledge-based 
approach: (1) morphological analysis, (2) syntactic parsing and (3) semantic parsing. 
A briefdiscussion ofthese three steps will be mentioned in the following paragraphs. 
In fact, in some applications such as understanding dialogue, the discourse and 
pragmatic processing such as anaphoric references is required. But this level of 
processing is not common in all kinds of natural language processing. 
2.1.1. Morphological analysis 
The morphological analysis is used to identify the basic linguistic tokens such as 
words and punctuation marks. This step is relatively straightforward in some 
languages such as English. It is because the blank spaces are used to separate 
consecutive words in English. However, in English, it is required to handle some 
morphological ambiguities mainly caused by the punctuation marks and the usage of 
capital letters. For example, in the following sentence, there are some ambiguities. 
John studiedAI in U.S.A. and he spent $100,000 lastyear. 
Although the first character of the word "Ar，is a capital letter, it does not 
imply the beginning of a sentence. Similarly, the three "." in the word U.S.A. does 
not imply the ending o f a sentence. The "，" in the word $100,000 should not be 
considered as a delimiter to separate the strings before and after it. 
In Chinese, the problem of morphological analysis is more difficult because 
there is no delimiter separating consecutive words in a sentence. Identification of 
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the word boundaries in Chinese is referred to as word segmentation. In the 
knowledge-based approach, it is common to identify all the possible ways to 
segment a sentence, and then the syntactic rules are used to detect the syntactic 
violation in these candidate segmentation results. Only the ones that can fulfill the 
syntactic requirements can be retained. Finally, the semantic rules can be applied to 
further eliminate the candidate segmentation results with semantic violation. The 
details ofword segmentation will be elaborated in Chapter 5. 
2.1.2. Syntactic parsing 
After the morphological analysis, the syntactic parsing is performed to build a 
structure to show the relationships between syntactic tags in the text. The parse tree 
is a common hierarchical structure used to show these relationships. In Figure 2.1， 
there is an example ofa parse tree of a sentence "The boy ate a large orange". 
S 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ - - ^ 
NP VP 
/ ^ \ ^ ^ \ 
DET NP V NP 
I ^ / " \ 
N DET NP 
^ ^ ^ 
ADJ N 
The boy ate a large orange 
Figure 2.1. An example of a parse tree. 
A set of grammar rules, which is a number of declarative rules describing the 
valid combinations of the syntactic tags, are used in the syntactic parsing. The 
syntactic parsing can reject the invalid syntactic combinations such as ''hoy a large 
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ate orange the'' when a parse tree cannot be constructed successfully. The grammar 
of a particular language is often written in the production rules. The production 
rules consists of terminal symbols and non-terminal symbols. For example, in 
Figure 2.2, there are some typical production rules ofEnglish. 
1. S - > N P V P 
2. V P - > V N P 
3. N P - > N 
4. NP - > DET INP 
5. NP-->ADJN 
6. DET --> a I an | the 
7. N --> boy I oranges | home |... 
8. V --> comes | ate | see |... 
9. ADJ ~> beautiful | red | large |... 
Figure 2.2. Some examples of production rules used in syntactic parsing ofEnglish. 
In Figure 2.2，the production rule 1 says that a sentence (S) can be made up 
of a noun phrase QSlP) followed by a verb phrase (VP) while the production rule 2 
says that a VP can be formed by a verb (V) followed by another NP. The 
production rules 3，4 and 5 say that a NP can be formed by a noun fN), a determiner 
(DET) followed by another NP, or an adjective (ADJ) followed by a N respectively. 
The symbols in these five production rules are all non-terminal symbols, which can 
be further expanded into other non-terminal symbols or terminal symbols ifthey can 
match the left sides of the production rules. 
In the production rules 6，7，8 and 9，the non-terminals symbols DET, N, V 
and ADJ are defined in terms of terminal symbols, which are, in fact, words found in 
a dictionary. For example, the production mle 6 says that a DET can be "“"’ 'W, or 
"the". The symbol "|" means OR relationship between the terminal symbols in the 
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right side of a production rule. The terminal symbols cannot be further expanded, 
and they will be matched with the input to the syntactic parsing. 
Traditionally, there are two directions in the syntactic parsing: (1) top-down 
approach and (2) bottom-up approach. In the top-down approach, starting from the 
non-terminal symbol S, the non-terminal symbol in the left side of a matched 
production rule is converted into the symbols in the right side. The conversion 
process performs in iterations until all the intermediate non-terminal symbols (e.g. 
NP and VP) are converted into the corresponding terminal symbol. In Figure 2.3, 
there is an example of top-down parsing. 
Parsing input: The hoy ate a large orange 
Parsing steps 
1 ) S - > N P V P 
2 ) N P V P - > DETNPVP 
3) DET NP VP - > The N VP 
4) The N VP --> The boy VP 
5) The boy VP --> The boy V NP 
6) The boy V NP - > The boy ate NP 
7) The boy ate NP - > The boy ate DET NP 
8) The boy ate DET NP - > The boy ate a NP 
9) The boy ate a NP -> The boy ate a ADJ N 
10) The boy ate a ADJ N - > The boy ate a large N 
11) The boy ate a large N --> The boy ate a large orange 
Figure 2.3. An example of top-down parsing. 
The bottom-up approach performs the parsing in the direction which is 
opposite to that of the top-down approach. Staring from the terminal symbols found 
in an input, the symbols in the right side of a matched production rule are converted 
into the non-terminal symbol in the left side. The conversion process continues until 
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the non-terminal symbol S is obtained. In Figure 2.4，there is an example ofbottom-
up parsing. 
Parsing input: The boy ate a large orange 
1) The boy ate a large orange - > DET boy ate a large orange 
2) DET boy ate a large orange - > DET N ate a large orange 
3) DET N ate a large orange - > NP ate a large orange 
4) NP ate a large orange --> NP V a large orange 
5) NP V a large orange - > NP V DET large orange 
6) NP V DET large orange - > NP V DET ADJ orange 
7) NP V DET ADJ orange - - � N P V DET ADJ N 
8) NP V DET ADJ N --> NP V DET NP 
9) NP V DET NP - > NP V NP 
1 0 ) N P V N P - > N V P 
11)NVP--> S 
Figure 2.4. An example ofbottom-up parsing. 
There are different methods implementing one of these two parsing 
approaches. The augmented transition network (ATN) [3，48，111] is a network 
framework implementing the top-down parsing. The transition from a start state to 
a final state in an ATN corresponds to a grammar of a language. The chart parsing 
[50] is a method using bottom-up approach. In this method, the intermediate partial 
parsing results of input constituents are stored. They can be reused directly when it 
is necessary to consider a number of different parsing paths (i.e. ambiguity occurs). 
Unification grammar [51, 90, 91] is a work that pushed augmentation techniques to 
the corresponding logical conclusion. This grammar is based on the unification 
operation that combine syntactic components that are represented as directed acyclic 
graphs. For example, the sentence "The boy ate an large orange” will be mapped to 
the following structure after using the unification grammar. 
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Input: The boy ate an large orange 








Figure 2.5. An example of parsing output of unification grammar. 
The parsing result produced by the unification grammar is ideal to be used by 
the semantic parsing. Because compared with just a parsing tree, more information 
such as the grammatical structures (e.g. subject and object), the syntactic tags (e.g. 
noun phrase and adjective), and the augments (e.g. singular or plural agreement) are 
given in the unification grammar output. 
No matter which parsing methods are used, an ambiguity occurs when it is 
possible that a certain word can be assigned two or more syntactic tags. For 
example, in a text ”Can you can the can ?", there are three instances of the word 
"ccm" but each of them is with different syntactic tag. It is obvious that when the 
length of an input text to the syntactic parsing is increasing arithmetically, the 
number of possible syntactic combinations are increasing geometrically. Therefore, 
to tackle the ambiguity is an important issue in the syntactic parsing. Backtracking 
is a technique often used to handle ambiguities. At every point in the parsing path, 
the information that is necessary to make another choice of syntactic tag is recorded. 
When there is a fail syntactic path, it is possible to jump back to a certain point and 
attempt other syntactic tags. 
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2.1.3. Semantic parsing 
The output of syntactic parsing are the sentence constituents with syntactical 
information on which the semantic parsing operates. In general, a substantial 
amount ofknowledge is required in the semantic parsing. It is necessary to classify 
the semantic type ofthe words, based on a predefined classification scheme suitable 
to a particular domain. Because it is more convenient to process the semantic type 
instead ofeach individual words. For example, the words apple and orange may be 
considered to be with the same semantic type fruit. But the word orange may be 
with another semantic type color. Because of the diversity of word sense, in a 
practical natural language processing application, the domain is often restricted. For 
example, the word base is with different word senses in the following domains: 
chemistry, mathematics, military and baseball. The relationships between semantic 
types are often arranged hierarchically. In Figure 2.6, there is a typical example of 
semantic type hierarchy about physical objects. 
physical object 
. ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 一 ^ ~ ^ — ^ 
living thing non-livingthing 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
animal plant natural artificial 
^ \ 
vertebrate non-vertebrate 
Figure 2.6. An arbitrary example of semantic type hierarchy of physical object. 
Like the assignment of syntactic tags, the semantic type assignment is also 
with ambiguities. As mentioned before, the word orange can be a color or a fruit. 
In the semantic parsing, the ambiguity resolution is performed by the inference of the 
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interpretation rules. For example, the word orange can be with the interpretation 
rules in Figure 2.7. Given a noun phrase in which orange is tagged as an adjective 
(e.g. ”orange pencil"), the semantic type "color" is selected. Given a verb phrase in 
which orange is tagged as an object (e.g. "oat oranges"), the semantic typcfruit is 
selected. 
(Orange.l) QSTPADJSorange — orange = color 
HEAD general physical object) 
(Orange.2) (VP VERB eat ^ orange = fruit 
OBJ QSIP HEAD orange(s) ) 
Figure 2.7. Examples of interpretation rules resolving ambiguities in semantic type 
assignment. 
After the determination of the semantic types of constituents found in a 
sentence, the following step is to construct a logical form, which is a recognizable 
structure suitable to be processed by the computer for a certain purpose such as 
machine translation and query-answering. Thus, the actual structure of a logical 
form is dependent of a specific application. The following are two examples of 
logical forms. 
For a declarative sentence like "The boy ate oranges", the following logic 
form is constructed. 
(ASSERT (PAST el EAT [AGENT (DEF/SrSfG bl boy)] 
[OBJECT (DEF/PLURAL ol oranges]) 
ASSERT means the statement is declarative. PAST means that it is an 
assertion of an event occurring in the past. EAT is the event (i.e. the semantic type 
of the word eat). SESFG and PLURAL describe whether the noun is singular or 
plural. The el, bl and ol are some arbitrary names of the items being described. 
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For a yes-no question like ”Did the hoy eat onmges?”, the following logical 
form is constructed. Y/N-QUERY means the statement is a yes-no question. 
(Y/N-QUERY (PAST el EAT [AGENT ODEF/SEsTG bl boy)] 
[OBJECT ^)EFA>LURAL ol oranges]) 
After the logical forms are constructed, they are converted to the output in 
the form ofa target language. The target language can be mainly divided into two 
types, dependent of the output requirement of the application. If the output is 
directly used by human in some independent applications such as question-answering 
application and machine translation, the output should be polished to make it 
understandable to human. In this situation, the output is often expressed in the 
natural language. 
If the natural language is used as an interface language to other applications 
such as database query system, the target language should be in the form that is 
accepted by these applications. For example, the following natural language input 
may be converted into a SQL statement, which is the target language in a certain 
application. 
Input: list the names of employees whose salary are higher than $10,000 
Output: SELECT employee-name FROM salary-table WHERE salary > 10000 
Although the semantic parsing following the syntactic parsing is a 
straightforward approach to solving the problem of natural language processing, 
there are some methods in which the syntactic and semantic parsing are combined 
and the output of one parsing is the target language directly. The following are two 
examples: semantic grammar and case grammar. 
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2.1.3.1. Semantic grammar 
A semantic grammar [14，37，38], which is a kind of context free grammar, is a set 
ofrules combining the syntactic and semantic knowledge. The characteristics of this 
grammar is that there is a semantic action (in terms of a certain target language) 
associated with a particular syntactic rule. Thus, the result of one parsing is the 
direct semantic interpretation result of the input text. 
In the semantic grammar, the design of production rules and the choice of 
non-terminal symbols are dependent of the important semantic concepts required to 
be manipulated in a particular domain. For example, in the application of a library 
information system, the semantic grammar rules in Figure 2.8 may be used to 
convert a natural language query into a SQL statement, which is then issued to the 
database system. 匕 
S - > I want the publications o fX 
{semantic action: SELECT publication FROM library_catalog 
WHERE author = X} 
publication ~> book \journal-paper |... 
Figure 2.8. Examples of production rules in the semantic grammar. 
One advantage of the semantic grammar is to avoid the ambiguities in the 
syntactic and semantic parsing because the intermediate steps have been skipped. 
The semantic interpretation result can be obtained directly and quickly from the 
input text. However, this is also the disadvantage. The number of grammar rules 
can be huge because there is no generalization of syntactic patterns in the rules. For 
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example, different rules are required to process a number of similar queries as 
follows. 
I want the publications o fX 
Show the publications o fX 
What are the publications written by X? 
Also, a parsing process will become very expensive because of matching this 
large number of rules. In fact, the advantages and disadvantages are the related 
features of the semantic grammar. The direct mapping between the raw input text 
and the final output causes an unfeasibility in handling general patterns even in a 
restricted domain. 
2.1.3.2. Case grammar 
Case grammar [12, 28] is another approach in which the syntactic and semantic 
parsing are combined. The basic principle is that the syntactic regularity can reflect 
the semantic characteristics. For example, the sentence patterns "Xeat 7" and "Yis 
eaten by T, are finally converted into the following frame-slot representation. 
(eat (agent: X) 
(object: Y)) 
Because when ''eaf or ''is eaten by" appears in the text, there should be an 
agent which eats something and an object which is eaten. In other words, the word 
eat or its passive form determines the cases (i.e. semantic roles) of other constituents 
in the sentences. For example, in the sentence "John eats oranges" the case of 
oranges is a physical object to be eaten, instead of a color. 
In the case grammar, it mainly describe the relationships between verbs and 
their arguments such as agent and object. Other than these two arguments, the 
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following arguments are also used: instrument, dative, factitive, locative, source, 
goal hemficiary, and time. For example, a sentence ”John ate an orange with a 
knife in a restaurant last nighf is parsed by the case grammar to produce the 
following result. 
(eat (agent: John) 
(object: an orange) 
(instrument: a knife) 
(locative: restaurant) 
(time: last night)) 
The case grammar can convert a text into the corresponding semantic 
representation directly. However, the success of this conversion is dependent of 
how detail the relationships between each verb and its associated arguments are 
predefined in advance. For example, the sentences "John breaks a window'' and • ] 
window breaks” should be handled separately. Otherwise, "a window" may be 
considered incorrectly as an agent of break in the second sentence. 
One disadvantage of case grammar is that the output is just something better 
the raw input text. It is not a comprehensive description of semantic meaning 
because the values filled in the argument slots are just the words found in the raw 
input text. Further processing is required to obtain a more detailed semantic 
representation. For example, in the above example "John ate an orange with a knife 
in a restaurant last night", the time argument is "last night" whose actual value is 
dependent of the context. 
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2.1.4. Problems ofknowledge acquisition in knowledge-based approach 
In the previous paragraphs，a brief description of knowledge-based approach is 
given. The common problem in the syntactic parsing and semantic parsing 
mentioned above is that one needs to design a certain number of rules to represent 
the syntactic and semantic knowledge. There can be two steps used to solve this 
problem. The first step is fact searching. In this step, one manually looks for the 
linguistic facts that are important in a particular domain and convert them into rules 
that can be inferenced by the computer in the parsing process. The second step is 
knowledge correction. When a text cannot be processed correctly by the rules, one 
needs to think about the reasons and then to create a new rule or modify an existing 
rule. The step ofknowledge correction repeats in iterations until the rules are likely 
to be prefect. 
There are some drawbacks in the knowledge acquisition. First, the 
preparation cost for these syntactic rules and semantic knowledge is very immense 
because it is time-consuming and labor-intensive. Second, the contradictions 
between rules can frequently happen because the interactions between different 
linguistic facts will get complicated when the amount ofknowledge is increasing. In 
other words, the modification of the rules is becoming difficult. 
Since the knowledge acquisition is often a bottleneck, the syntactic parsing 
can only process the well-formed sentences, which may be considered as some 
regular sentences that can be processed by the parser successfully. The ill-formed 
sentences are ones that contain some irregularities although they are not completely 
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invalid. For example, the sentence "John likes swimming andMary singing" may be 
an ill-formed one to some parsers. Traditionally, the distinction between well-
formedness and ill-formedness is very clear. Researchers are often interested in and 
work with the well-formed sentences only. This, perhaps, reflects a fact that the 
robust syntactic parsing is a rather difficult task. 
Similarly, a particular application involving semantic parsing can only work 
with a fixed and restricted domain because the amount ofknowledge that can tackle 
a general situation will be immense. When the domain has been changed, the process 
ofknowledge acquisition has to be repeated for the new domain. 
2.2. Corpus-based approach 
As mentioned before, in the 1960s the knowledge-based approach was dominant in 
the natural language processing. However, there was another research direction in 
this field. This is the corpus-based approach. The background and the state of the 
art of this approach will be mentioned in the following paragraphs. Then，different 
researchers' comments on the corpus-based approach will be mentioned. Finally, the 
contrast between the knowledge-based and corpus-based approaches will be 
discussed. 
2.2.1. Beginning of corpus-based approach 
Boas [6] was the pioneer in the structural linguistics. He determined the structure of 
a number of languages, and provided a description of each language, based on the 
structural similarity. He thought that one should not describe a certain language 
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with preconceived linguistic assumptions because the natural languages were very 
diverse randomly and largely. Therefore, he proposed that distributional analysis 
should be used to discover the structure of a language. 
Following the same idea of Boas, Bloomfield [5] believed that one should 
use generalizations from the linguistic facts to discover the descriptions of an 
unfamiliar language. The inductive generalization was proposed to explain the 
similarities and divergences of some syntactic features. Bloomfield elaborated the 
Boas,s usage of distributional information from a corpus of actual occurrences to 
draw conclusions about a language. 
Harris [33，34] implemented the ideas of both Boas and Bloomfield and 
proposed a number of methods to discover morphemes from phonemes, then word 
classes from morphemes, and then higher level structure from words and word 
classes. Harris considered a corpus as the primary material for studying the 
linguistics. A corpus is a large collection of texts of a particular language, and the 
corpus linguistics is a kind oflanguage study based on the corpora. The first corpus 
that can be read and processed by the computer is Brown Corpus, which was 
compiled in the early 1960s by Francis and Kucera [29] at Brown University. 
Following the format of Brown Corpus, the Lancaster-Oslo/^ergen (LOB) Corpus 
(British counterpart ofBrown Corpus) was made soon [44]. Now, there are a large 
number of computerized corpora with different sizes, designs and research purposes. 
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2.2.2. An example ofcorpus-based application: word tagging 
In order to illustrate the concept of a corpus-basqd application in the natural 
language processing. A typical word tagging program based on the corpus is 
described. The problem in assignment of syntactic tags is that a word can be with 
two or more tags. For example, the word "look" can be a verb or a noun, dependent 
of the context. In the traditional knowledge-based approach, syntactic rules are 
inferenced to select the suitable tag. But in the corpus-based approach, the decision 
is made according to the statistical analysis result ofa corpus. 
Assume there is a corpus and the words in it are already labeled with the 
correct syntactic tags. The co-occurrence frequencies of syntactic tags in each n-
gram are counted. An w-gram is a cluster of n consecutive words found in the 
corpus. Based on these co-occurrence frequencies, the conditional probabilities of 
assigning a syntactic tag in an w-gram model can be defined as follows. 
P(Ti I Ti.i, Ti-2，Ti.3,…Ti-n) = co-occurrence frequency of (Tj^,…Tj^, Tj^, Tu, T；) in the corpus, 
co-occurrence frequency of (TVn，…Ti-3, TV】，Ti_i) in the corpus 
where Ti is the syntactic tag assigned to the 产 word in the corpus. 
The syntactic tag assigned to a word is the one which can maximize the value 
o f P ( T i I previous syntactic tags). CLAWS [71] is a kind of word tagging program 
based on this language model. Its accuracy is about 96 - 97%. The details of a 
general model of corpus-based approach will be mentioned in Section 3.1. 
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2.2.3. Annotated corpus 
As illustrated in the above example, when one makes use of a corpus for a certain 
purpose, it is often required to make it annotated. A raw corpus is the intact one 
with the text only while the annotated corpus is the one in which some linguistic 
information (e.g. syntactic tags) is provided. After the annotation of a corpus, it is 
possible to perform an analysis on something more than the words only. For 
example, a syntactically tagged corpus can be used to identify some syntactic pattem 
found in the corpus. Now, there are a number of corpora (e.g. Brown Corpus and 
LOB Corpus) that have been syntactically tagged already. 
In fact, other than the syntactic tagging, many kinds of annotations are 
possible. For example, in speech corpora, the phonetic labels can attach to each 
word. Higher levels of syntactic tagging in which syntactic parsing trees are 
recorded as treebanks is another kind of annotations. Semantic and discoursal 
annotations are likely to be the next level of annotations. 
2.2.4. State of the art in the corpus-based approach 
Now, the computerized corpora are used in different researches. They provide a 
realistic foundation for the language study. In addition, different corpora of a 
particular language can provide basis for comparison of the varieties in the language 
and for studying the quantitative and probabilistic properties of the language. There 
are three situations in which there are different balances between the role of the 
human analysis and that of the computer manipulating the corpus. They are 
described as follows. 
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First, the computer programs are used as tools for sorting and counting the 
data found in the corpus. The analysis is still performed by the human. The corpus 
used in this model is just a source for data analysis. In fact, in this situation, one is 
still using the knowledge acquisition method mentioned in Section 2.1.4. Only 
difference is that the data in the corpus is the basis for the knowledge acquisition. 
Second，the statistical data of a corpus are directly used by the program to 
make decisions, without human interventions. The word tagging program, 
mentioned above, is a typical example of this type. In this model, the program 
performs the task with a certain error rate. The errors made by the program are fed 
back to the human, and then the program and the analysis method of the corpus can 
be modified. Thus, although the statistical result of the corpus data is directly used 
in the initial state, the feedback state still requires the human interventions. In fact, 
this model is most popular in the corpus-based approach. 
Third, the program leams to improve its language model, based on the data 
and errors encountered in the evaluation state. In the starting state, only some rough 
estimation of probabilities are used. Then, the iterative process can modify these 
probabilities in order to maximize the performance based on the probabilistic 
approximations. In such a model, human only provides the parameters of the 
analytic system. In fact, the language model proposed in this dissertation belongs to 
this type. 
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2.3. Knowledge-based approach versus corpus-based approach 
As mentioned before, the knowledge-based approach was the main trend in the 
natural language processing in the 1960s. In that time, Chomsky [18] argued that 
the syntax of the natural language was a generative system, in which an infinite 
number of sentences could be produced by a finite number of grammar rules. He 
thought any natural corpus would be skewed because some sentences would not 
occur. For example, some impolite words may not be found in the corpus. 
In the early 1960s, under the influence of cognitive psychology, researches 
thought that a machine for manipulating probabilities could not really reflect the 
realistic model ofnatural language. Chomsky rejected such a probabilistic model as 
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inadequate in his book Syntactic Structures [17]. This point of view became the 
orthodoxy of a succeeding generation of theoretical linguists. 
However, the following are some opposite viewpoints of other researches. 
In the first place, Chomsky thought that the ability to produce (write or speak) and 
recognize (read or listen) grammatical utterances was not based on the statistical 
approximation. In fact, the production and recognition processes in the natural 
language should be different in the degree of dependence on statistical 
approximation. Suppes [99] argued that when there were two possible writing 
conventions to express a thing, the writer would choose the one that can best 
achieve the purpose of communication. He would not consider to maintain the 
statistical norms of English. But if such a decision is common in many writers, a 
reader will discover such a kind of tendency in his recognition process. Then，this 
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will influence his production strategies. For example, to a foreign leamer ofEnglish, 
the following two sentences express the same thing and both are syntactically valid. 
I think that he will not come. 
I do not think that he will come. 
However, only the second one is suitable to be used according to the 
convention ofEnglish usage. The foreign leamer may find that the second sentence 
pattern is more common in the recognition process, and follow it to write English in 
the production process. Thus, the argument of Chomsky might not be applied to 
recognition process in the corpus-based approach. Note that in the corpus-based 
approach, one attempts to recognize linguistic facts from the corpus, but not to 
produce the linguistic facts. 
In fact, the statistical properties of the natural language were already studied 
and observed by a number of researches such as Zipf, Booth, Gofl5nan and Pao. Zipf 
[115] calculated the occurrence frequencies of words in many texts. He finaUy made a 
conclusion that if words in a document are ranked according to their occurrence 
frequencies (the most high-frequency word has rank one, the second most high-
frequency word has rank two, and so on), the following relation is found. The plot of 
work frequency against word rank is shown in Figure 2.9. 
Rank of word x occurrence frequency = constant 
The above equation is the Zipfs first law. However, this law is only held when 
the word rank is high (i.e. the occurrence frequency is high). The Zipfs research on 
predictable behaviour of word frequencies encouraged studies of statistical aspects of the 
natural language. Booth [9] proposed a different law for low-frequency words found in 
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a document. This law is Ii/In = n(n+l)/2, where Ii is the total number of words 
occurring one time and In is the total number of words occurring n times. 
Frequency I 
of word \ 
X^ Rank 
Figure 2.9. The plot of word frequency against word rank. 
Goffman [31] and Pao [74] attempted to link the statistical properties of natural 
language with the semantic meaning. Gofl5nan suggested that there should be a . 
transitional region where the characteristics ofhigh-frequency words following Zipfs first 
law would transform to those oflow-frequency words Mowing Booth's law. Goffinan 
thought that the high-frequency words found in a document were fiinctional words such 
as articles and prepositions which bore insignificant meanings while low-frequency words 
were ones reflecting the style and vocabulary diversity of the writer. Only the words of 
medium frequency should carry significant meaning. Pao performed an experiment to 
locate the transitional region in some documents and he got a satisfactory result showing 
that the statistical properties was correlated with the semantic features of the natural 
language. 
Secondly, Chomsky also argued that the probability model used in the 
corpus-based approach could not capture the grammatical structure of natural 
language. He thought that only the surface properties oflanguage could be analyzed 
in the corpus-based approach, and many complex formalisms were only distantly 
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related to these surface properties. But as an evidence of the existence of the 
substantial superficial knowledge, Quirk [76] compiled a reference book "A 
Comprehensive Grammar of the English Language" with more than 1,700 pages 
describing the superficial facts about English. Thus, most of facts about English can 
be captured at the surface level. 
Thirdly, the Chomsky's concept of "linguistic competence" encouraged 
researchers to pay attention to the competence of the natural language, instead of 
the performance ofprocessing irregularities in the language. As an example, a wide 
range of parsing systems surveyed by King [53] and Sparck Jones and Wilks [94] 
could only handle the well-formed sentences of the language. When an ill-formed 
sentence cannot be processed correctly, such a sentence will be considered as an 
exception to the competent language. As mentioned before, well-formed sentences 
are those that can be described by the syntactic rules regularly while ill-formed ones 
are those that cannot, and they are often considered as irregularities in the language. 
The linguistic competence implies that the main concern is the elegant ideal 
competence instead of the real but relatively intractable performance. But as 
mentioned by Sampson [85], the real world data in the natural language not only 
violates the generative grammar frequently, but also contain many diverse 
constructions, which are considered as too "peripheral" by generative grammar. 
Traditionally, the knowledge-based approach tends to solve the problem of 
only a subset of the natural language, in the hope that systems can handle an entire 
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set oflanguage in the future after some modifications and improvements. However, 
even if it is possible to produce a grammar that can handle all the well-formed and 
ill-formed sentences, the grammar will certainly be very complicated. Then, it 
becomes hard to design an algorithm to use such a grammar. As suggested by 
Weischedel and Sondheimer [107], the grammatical deviance is governed by rules 
which are as more as those defining the grammatical well-formedness. 
In the corpus-based approach, there is no distinction between well-formed 
and ill-formed structures. The concept of well-formedness is not significant in this 
approach. The algorithm only deals with the statistical properties of the corpus. 
Therefore, it is fairly to say that the corpus-based approach can tackle the real world 
data though it may not attain the 100% human-like performance. 
2.4. Co-operation between two different approaches 
Through the development of computer technologies such as fast retrieval and 
storage of a large amount of data and OCR, the corpus-based approach can now be 
studied more readily than it was before. The availability of increasing corpus 
resources has enabled syntactic and other linguistic phenomena of a language to be 
studied on a scale previously unimagined. Such a development has caused people to 
learn that the open-ended magnitude of languages is not only in the lexicon but also 
in the syntax. Recently, research has shown that syntactic rule systems are 
themselves open-ended, instead of closed as suggested by Chomsky. Now, the view 
of a corpus as a large data reservoir is developed. Corpora can provide the means 
for training and testing our language models to evaluate their qualities. For example, 
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in the speech recognition [86], the probabilistic models based on corpus are more 
capable than non-probabilistic models. In addition, the grammatical tagging system 
[70] based on probabilities derived from the corpus data (e.g. Markov process 
model) is the most successful. The corpus can reflect the usage convention that 
cannot be easily described by the methods in the knowledge-based approach. 
In fact, the knowledge-based and corpus-based approaches are 
complementary in their strength and weakness. In general, the knowledge-based 
approach is with higher accuracy but it is often domain-dependent. Conversely, the 
corpus-based approach is domain-independent but with lower accuracy. These two 
approaches should not be displaced by each other. They can contribute to the 
success ofeach other. In the future, the knowledge-based approach should broaden 
the domain of discourse while the corpus-based approach should increase the degree 
of accuracy. The knowledge-based approach is more suitable to the applications in 
which the domain is restricted and high accuracy is expected. The question 
answering system and machine translation system are of this type. The corpus-based 
approach is suitable to the applications in which the domain is open and economical 
analysis of a large amount of language data is expected. The speech recognition 
system and optical character recognition system are of this type. 
In fact, in this dissertation, methods are proposed to increase the accuracy of 
the corpus-based approach by (1) induction learning in which there are comparisons 
between positive and negative examples and (2) learning feedback modification that 
automatically modify the probabilistic approximations in order to make them more 
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close to the reality. The above two different enhancements are relatively new in the 
corpus-based approaches. The rationale and the details of them will be described 
and elaborated in the next chapter. 
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Chapter 3 
Induction Learning applied to Corpus-based Approach 
In the corpus-based approach, the word frequencies and other statistical data derived 
from these frequencies are calculated, and based on which some decisions are made. As 
a classical example, in Luhn's document identification appHcation [65], high frequent 
words found in a particular class ofsample documents are identified as keywords, tfin 
an arbitrary document, there are many keywords relevant to a class, the document is 
classified into this class. Some people prejudice against the corpus-based approach 
because it uses simple statistical methods, which are considered as word-counting affairs. 
But as stated in [16], there is a difference between statistical models and statistical 
methods. The former do not require latter. For example, a statistical model may be 
constructed by a person using intuition to make crude probabilistic judgements, and this 
model does not require any statistical methods. In fact, what are often prejudiced against 
are the simple statistical methods which may not be able to reflect the real world 
situations accurately. Thus, a good and accurate probabilistic model is what we need in 
the corpus-based approach. As mentioned before, the main drawback of this approach is 
its accuracy relatively lower than that of the knowledge-based approach. In this 
dissertation, based on the concept of induction learning, we attempt to improve the 
traditional corpus-based approach by increasing its accuracy. 
In this chapter, a general model of the traditional corpus-based approach wiU be 
mentioned first. Then, the induction learning and how it can be applied to this general 
model will be described. Moreover, the learning feedback modification of the 
probabilistic approximations in the corpus-based approach will be introduced. The usage 
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ofinduction learning and learning feedback modification are proposed in this dissertation 
to improve the performance ofthe traditional corpus-based approach. 
3.1. General model oftraditional corpus-based approach 
The foUowing are some characteristics of a general model of traditional corpus-based 
approach. The document classification problem and word tagging problem wiU be used 
as examples to illustrate some abstract concepts explained in this chapter. Jn fact, they 
are two typical applications in the corpus-based approach, ]f these two problems are 
solved by the knowledge-based approach, the document classification problem and the 
word tagging problem should be processed with the knowledge at the semantic level and 
the syntactic level respectively. But in the corpus-based approach, they are aU solved by 
the statistical means. 
3.1.1. Division of a problem into a number of sub-problems 
A particular problem can be defined as a number of sub-problems. For example, in the 
problem of document classification, a sub-problem is the assignment of a class to one 
document in a complete document collection. In the problem of word tagging, the sub-
problem is to assign a syntactic tag to one word in the whole text. 
3.1.2. Solution selected from a set of predefined choices 
The solution to a sub-problem is one of a number of predefined choices. The choices 
may be simply yes or no, and can be a certain number of possible selections. For 
example, in the problem of document classification, these choices are a number of 
predefined document classes. In the problem of word tagging, these choices are a list of 
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syntactic tags. In general, we use the symbol a to represent a particular possible solution 
to a sub-problem. To solve a sub-problem, one needs to select the most suitable 
solution. 
3.1.3. Solution selection based on a particular kind oflinguistic entity 
Jn general, in the corpus-based approach, the selection of a solution to a sub-problem is 
based on something found in the training corpus, and what are found in the input data of 
the sub-problem. For example, in the problem of document classification, the selection 
of a document class is based on the presence of words in an input document, and the 
associations between words and document classes in the training corpus. Li the problem 
ofword tagging, the selection ofa syntactic tag to a word is based on the syntactic tags 
ofa number ofwords in its context, and the associations between consecutive syntactic 
tags in the training corpus. 
The items based on which a solution is selected is referred to as linguistic entities 
in this dissertation. In the problem of document classification, linguistic entities are 
words while in the problem of tagging, linguistic entities are syntactic tags. In general, 
we use the symbol P to represent a particular linguistic entity encountered in a problem. 
3.1.4. Statistical correlations between solutions and linguistic entities 
Li the corpus-based approach, a corpus is used to calculate the statistical correlations 
between solutions and linguistic entities. It is common that these correlations are 
represented as conditional probabilities in a general form ofP(a | p), which denotes the 
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probability ofselecting a as a solution to a particular sub-problem, given that a Knguistic 
entity P is found in the input data of the sub-problem. 
For example, in the problem of document classification, the conditional 
probability, V{Cj\Wi), reflecting the correlation between a document class (say Cj) and a 
word (say Wi) can be defined as follows. 
V{Cj\Wf) = number of Wi in the documents classified as Ci 
number of Wi in all the documents in a corpus 
In the problem ofword tagging, the correlation between a syntactic tag (say Ti) 
and a number (assumed to be two) of preceding syntactic tags (say Tj, Tk) can be defined 
in terms ofconditional probability, P(r/| Tj，Tk), as Mows. 
P(77| Tj, Tk) = number of7/ following Th Tk 
number of Tj，Tk in a complete corpus 
3.1.5. Prediction ofthe best solution based on statistical correlations 1 
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The selection ofa particular solution to a sub-problem is dependent ofhow to manipulate 
the statistical correlations between solutions and linguistic entities. This may be different 
in different applications. 
For example, in the problem of document classification, a document class Cj 
selected to assign to a document is the one which can maximise the following conditional 
probability. 
P(Q| words found in a document) = Y(?(a\Wi)xFi^ 
IFi 
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The notation Fi is the frequency of a word Wi in a document. The above conditional 
probability is，in fact, the average ofP(Q| Wi) of words found in the document. 
Jn the problem ofword tagging, the conditional probability V(Tl\ Tj, Tk) can be 
directly used to select the suitable tag, which should maximise this conditional 
probability. 
Note that there are often conflicts between solving a number of sub-problems. 
After a particular conditional probability is modified >^y increasing or decreasing its 
value) to cause a sub-problem to be solved correctly, this modification may cause 
another sub-problem to be solved incorrectly. The details wiU be described in Section 
3.4 in which the learning feedback modification is introduced. This process is to search 
for an optimal value for each probabilistic approximation such that most ofsub-problems 
can be solved correctly. 
3.2. First problem in the corpus-based approach: Irrelevance in the corpus 
Traditionally, in the corpus-based approach, a corpus is used as the training material for 
collection and calculation of some statistics. But it is often found that some irrelevant 
materials are encountered when the statistical correlations are calculated. For example, 
assume in a document classified as education, there is a sentence as follows. 
"Baseball is an uncommon extracurricular activity in secondary schools in Hong Kong" 
A statistical correlation between the word baseball and the document class 
education may be constructed improperly. The word baseball is supposed to be related 
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with the document class sports, instead of education. When there are a number of such 
irrelevant materials found in the corpus, the probabiUstic approximations wiU not be close 
to the reality. 
The irrelevance can be divided into two types. The first type can be predicted. 
For example, in the problem ofdocument classification, the stopwords such as "the" and 
"of, are often not involved in the statistical measurement. The presence of these 
stopwords can be predicted because they are universal in English texts. However, the 
second type of irrelevance cannot be predicted. The example of "education-baseball 
relationship" mentioned above is ofthis type. As stated by Chamiak [16], in the corpus-
based approach, we search for the statistical regularities in a corpus. But there are too 
many regularities to be found and most of them are irrelevant, if not completely 
misleading. Chamiak suggested adding some knowledge to the statistical methods. But j 
in this dissertation, an induction learning is proposed to be incorporated in the corpus- ； 
based approach to tackle the problem of the irrelevance in the corpus. 
When one uses the induction learning in the corpus-based approach, a set of 
positive sample documents (i.e. positive corpus) and a set of negative sample documents 
(i.e. negative corpus) are provided as training materials. The program recognises what 
Unguistic entities are relevant to a particular solution a in the positive corpus, and what 
linguistic entities are irrelevant to a in the negative corpus. For example, the document 
classification system leams the keywords related to a document class education from a 
set of documents about education (i.e. positive corpus) and a set of documents not 
related to education (i.e. negative corpus). The program distinguishes the relevant 
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words from the irrelevant ones, based on the differences between the positive and 
negative corpora. The details ofhow the induction learning can be applied in the corpus-
based approach will be described in the foUowing paragraphs. 
3.3. Induction learning 
In this section, some general issues about induction learning are discussed first. Then, 
the details ofhow the induction learning is appUed in the corpus-based approach wiU be 
mentioned. The usage ofpositive and negative corpora will be emphasised. 
3.3.1. General issues about induction learning 
One requirement of learning is that there are learning materials to be studied. The 
learning materials can be divided into two types, based on whether the members of a 
particular kind ofleaming material are with common features that can be generaHsed and 
then leamt. For example, the places, the persons, and the dates involved in different 
historical events should be leamt and memorised individuaUy. It is because all these facts 
are not with any common features that can be generaHsed and leamt readily. 
However, when one is asked to leam what a "chair" is，it is impractical to ask 
him to memorise the appearance of each chair in this world. Because the number of 
chairs is assumed to be infinite. Instead of memorising aU the individual chairs, a set of 
common features can be discovered from a number of chair examples, and based on this 
feature set one can determine whether an object is a chair or not. The foUowing is an 
induction learning process illustrating how the definition of a chair can be leamt. Jn each 
step, some examples are given, and the definition is modified and refined. 
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Step 1: some chairs are given 
At the beginning, a number of chairs are given. The definition may be simply as Mows. 
A chair is a thing with four legs. 
Step 2: some dogs are given 
Each dog is also with four legs. But a dog is a living thing while a chair is a non-Uving 
thing. Thus, the definition is modified as foUows. 
A chair is a non-living thing with four legs. 
Step 3: some beds are given 
i 
Each bed is also a non-living thing with four legs. But a bed is used to for sleeping while 
a chair is used for sitting. Thus, the definition is modified as follows. 
A chair is a non-living thingwith four legs, and usedfor sitting. 
Step 4: some sofas are given 
Each sofa is also a non-living thing with four legs, and used for sitting. But a sofa is soft 
while a chair is hard. Thus, the definition is modified as foUows. 
A chair is a non-living thing with four legs’ cmd usedfor sitting, and hard in nature. 
In the above illustration of induction learning, the examples of chairs given in 
Step 1 are the positive examples, which provide the basis for learning what should be a 
chair. Conversely, dogs, beds and sofas given in the following steps are the negative 
examples, which provide the basis for learning what should not be a chair. Through the 
analysis ofthe differences between the positive and negative examples, a set offeatures 
about a chair can be generalised from the examples. 
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I 
Some typical researches on the induction learning can be found in Mitchell | 
I 
[72，73], Winston [110] and Quinlan [75]. However, in the traditional induction 
learning method, there are two restrictions. First, the examples used in the training 
process must be well-chosen for a particular training purpose. The positive 
examples are often relatively easy to be determined once the problem is clearly 
defined. However, the negative examples should be chosen cautiously because they 
should be similar to the positive examples, but not exactly the same with them. 
Thus, in the above chair definition problem, the negative examples (e.g. bed and 
i 
sofa) should be similar to the chair in some features and different from it in some 
other features. If something else such as hooks and cars are used as negative 
examples ofchair, nothing can be learnt from the negative examples. The definition 
ofchair may still be the one obtained directly from the positive examples. 
The second problem in the traditional induction learning is that the noise in 
the training examples can often lead to a failure of training. For example, in the 
above chair definition problem, if there is a damaged chair with only three legs in the 
positive examples, one important feature 'Jour legs" cannot be retained in the 
definition of chair because��fimr legs” cannot be a general feature in all the positive 
examples now. 
3.3.2. Reasons ofusing induction learning in the corpus-based approach 
The reason ofusing both the induction learning and the corpus-based approach together 
is that they can compensate the weakness of each other. As mentioned before, in a 
corpus, there can be some irrelevant linguistic entities encountered in the calculation of 
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correlations with a solution a. This property of a corpus can adversely afFect the 
accuracy ofprobabilistic approximations. Using the induction leaming, there are positive 
and negative sample documents (i.e. positive and negative corpora) used for calculating 
the probabilistic approximations for the solution a. The sample documents found in the 
positive corpus are known to be correlated with a. On the other hand, the sample 
documents found in the negative corpus are known to be not correlated with it. Based 
on the differences in these two corpora, the correlations between the solution a and the 
linguistic entities can be constructed with a higher correctness. Because the relevant and 
！ 
irrelevant linguistic entities can be identified by comparing the positive and negative ; 
corpora. The details will be discussed in Section 3.3.3. 
As mentioned in the last chapter, the advantage of corpus-based approach is that 
it can handle all the sentences (well-formed and ill-formed) in the real world data. There 
is no restriction in what types of texts being collected in the corpus. But at the same 
time, this is the reason why there are irrelevant materials found in the corpus. Thus, this 
manner of collecting texts in a corpus is its strong and weak points simultaneously. Jn 
fact, the purpose ofincorporating the induction leaming in the corpus-based approach is 
to minimise the adverse effect of its weakness (i.e. probability approximation affected by 
irrelevant materials in the corpus). 
As mentioned before, in the induction leaming, the training examples should be 
chosen with care because the features found in the examples can affect the training result 
significantly. The noise in the examples can lead to the failure in training. Because the 
algorithm ofthe induction leaming does not work statistically. The positive and negative 
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examples are considered as precise inputs to be processed. Only when a feature can be 
found in all examples, it can be generalised. This strict requirement is not appUcable in 
the corpus-based approach, in which relative HkeUhoods are measured and compared. 
The important linguistic entities are identified statistically according to their relative 
occurrence frequencies in the corpus. Assume the noise should be something relatively 
infrequent in examples. Such low frequent noise cannot affect the dominance of the 
expected linguistic entities with higher frequencies. Thus, the corpus-based approach can 
solve the problem in selecting suitable characteristics from the examples, and tackUng the 1 
noise simultaneously and naturally. 
i 
3.3.3. General model ofcorpus-based induction learning approach | 
In Section 3.1，a number of common characteristics in a general model of traditional 
corpus-based approach have been mentioned. Now, the changes in the model after the 
induction learning is applied will be mentioned. 
i 
3.3.3.1 Preparation of positive corpus and negative corpus 
In a particular problem, for each solution a, there are two corpora: positive corpus and 
negative corpus. The positive corpus contains the examples of sub-problems whose 
solution are a while the negative corpus contains the examples of sub-problems whose 
solution are not a. 
For example, in the problem of document classification, for each document class 
Cj, the positive corpus contains documents classified as Cj while in the negative corpus, 
the documents have been classified as something other than Cj. Li the problem of word 
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tagging, for each syntactic tag Ti, the positive corpus coUects the words tagged as Ti and 
their contexts. The negative corpus collects the words tagged as something other than 
Ti, and their contexts. 
3.3.3.2. Statistical correlations between solutions and linguistic entities 
Now, the statistical correlations between a solution a and a Unguistic entity P in the 
positive corpus and in the negative corpus should be defined. FoUowing the practice 
I 1 
mentioned in Section 3.1.4，P(a | P)+ representing the conditional probabiUty of selecting | 
a, given that P is presented, can be defined as follows. 
P(a I P)+ = number of B in the positive corpus 
number of all linguistic entities in the positive corpus 
Similarly, P(a | P)" represents the conditional probability of not selecting a, given that p 
is presented. It is defined as follows. 
[ 
P(a I p)- = number of B in the negative corpus 
number of all linguistic entities in the negative corpus 
* 
Li fact, the above two definitions reflect the relative frequencies of a particular P 
in the positive and negative corpora respectively. Obviously, for a particular pair o f a 
and P, we need to compare P(a | P)+ and P(a | P)" to determine the relevance between a 
and P. However, since the data to be compared are obtained from two different sources 
(i.e. positive and negative corpora), it is more suitable to use z-score to represent the 
corresponding relative frequency in a corpus. The definition of z-score and other related 
statistical measurements are as follows. 
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For a list of n variables: x/, x:, x5 , . . . ， x " ’ 
mean - (xy+ x2+ x5+ .,.+ x„) / n 
variance = (Z(x/ - mean)^ ) / («-l) 
standard deviation = {yariance)^-^ 
Z'SCore of x/ = (x/ - mean) / standard deviation 
The following is an example illustrating why z-score is more suitable to be used 
when we compare data from two different sources. Assume there are two data sets. 
Each set contains ten data. The relative frequencies and the corresponding z-scores are 
calculated as follows. 
1 
Data Set 1 
一 A B C D E F G H I J 
I^Freg^ ~ 1 ^ 20 30 40 “ 50 60 70 80 90 100 
^£jj;^]^^^^_2^25^;^^^^^_MZ?£_5:2222__2i22L_2il2ZL_5il5L_M^_2iML 
"z-score -8.178 ^.361 4.543 -2.726 4X909 0.909 2.726 4.543 6.361 8.178 
Data Set 2 
A B C D E F G ^ L _ _ ^ _ _ j _ 
' Z ^ ^ ^ Z l Z Z ^ . - - ! ^ ' Z ] ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 90 — 90 90 90 100 
Rel. Freq " o H ^ 0 . 0 1 _ g ^ g j j g _ J : g l g g _ _ g : 2 2 2 L A l ^ _ 2 J ^ _ g i ^ - M ^ _ ^ i M L 
^z-score -7.037 -7.037 -7.037 -7.037 4.782 5.473 5.473 5.473 5.473 7.037 
The mean, maximum, and minimum of Data Set 1 are identical with those of 
i 
Data Set 2. But it is found that although the frequencies and relative frequencies ofA, E, | 
• I 
I and J in Data Set 1 are identical with those in Data Set 2, their z-scores are different. 
When we need to compare data from two different sources, the data can be converted to 
the corresponding z-scores for comparison. The z-scores of data can reflect their relative 
significance in the complete data set while the relative frequencies just teU us the 
proportions only. 
Consequently, we use the z-scores to represent the correlations between a 
solution a and a linguistic entity P in the positive corpus and in the negative corpus. 
They are defined as follows. 
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Z(a，p)+ = z-score ofa linguistic entity p in the positive corpus relevant to a solution a. 
Z(a，p)" = z-score of a linguistic entity p in the negative corpus irrelevant to a solution a. 
For example, in the problem of document classification, the definitions ofZ(Q', 
my and Z(Cj, Wiy are as follows. 
Z(Q, Wif = z-score ofaword Wi in the positive corpus in which 
documents are classified as Cj. 
Z(Q, Wiy = z-score of a word Wi in the negative corpus in which 
documents are not classified as Cj. 
Similarly, in the problem ofword tagging, the definitions ofZ(7V, [Tj’ 7¾)+ and 
Z(7/, [Tj, Tk]y are as follows. 
Z(r/, [Tj, Tk\Y = z-score ofatag sequence Tj’ Tk in the positive corpus in which 
the words tagged as Ti and their contexts are collected. 
Z(r/, [Tj，71])' 二 z-score ofa tag sequence Tj，Tk in the negative corpus in which 
the words not tagged as Ti and their contexts are coUected. 
3.3.3.3. Combination of the statistical correlations obtained from the positive and 
negative corpora 
The values ofZ(a , f>Y and Z(a , (3)_ can be divided into two types: high and low values. 
There are four different combinations as follows. 
一 ValuesofZ(a,p)+ ValuesofZ(a,p)-
TypeA High High 
TypeB High Low 
TypeC Low High 
Type D Low Low 
Table 3.1. Different combinations of values of Z(a，p)+ and Z(a, P)". 
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Note that linguistic entities ofType B and Type C are significant to be identified. The 
Unguistic entities of Type B are relevant to the solution a while those of Type C are 
irrelevant to the solution a. In this approach, we distinguish Unguistic entities of Type B 
from those ofType A which are some functional elements such as stopwords (e.g. "the"). 





Jn order to make Z(a，p)+ and Z(a，P)' become a single value convenient for ！ 
processing, they can be combined to form the correlation score Z{a，p), which is defined 
:! 
as follows. :| 
Z(a,P) = Z(a,pr-Z(a,P)- ! 
;i [ 
For example, in the problem of document classification, the Z(Cj, Wi) is defined 
as follows. I 
z(Cj, m)=z(Cj, my - z(cj, my \ 
\ 
Similarly, in the problem ofword tagging, the Z(37, [Tj’ Tk]) is defined as foUows. i 
< 
Z(7>; [Tj，Tk]) = Z{Ti, [TJ, n]t-Z(Ti, [Tj’ Tk])' 
Note that in this approach, the value of a correlation score can be negative when 
Z(a, p)" is larger than Z(a, p)+. In this model, when the value of a Z(a, p) is positive, 
the linguistic entity P is relevant to the solution a. Conversely, when Z(a, P) is negative, 
the linguistic entity P is irrelevant to the solution a. 
This corpus-based induction learning approach has been implemented in three 
different applications mentioned in Chapters 4 to 6 respectively. They are: identification 
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of domain-specific phrase and template in Chinese texts (Chapter 4), construction of 
modification rules to improve the Chinese word segmentation accuracy (Chapter 5), and 
automatic indexing of controlled-index terms (Chapter 6). 
3.4. Second problem in the corous-based approach: Modification of initial probabilistic 
approximations 
• [ 
As mentioned in Section 2.2.4，the most common model in the corpus-based approach is [ 
1 
that the errors made by the systems are analyzed by the human. Then, the analysis 
method and the probabilistic approximations are modified in order to make the 
predictions close to the reality. The reasons for modification are that (1) the value 
of a particular probabilistic approximation is too high, and it proposes many 
solutions including the improper ones, and (2) conversely, the value of a particular 
sj 
probabilistic approximation is too low, and it ignores many solutions including the 
proper ones. The above two reasons are, in fact, due to skewed data in the corpora. [; 
I 
Some data may be too frequent while some are too rare. j 
^ 
One obvious solution to this skewed data problem is to select and control 
carefully the documents to be included in the corpus. However, this solution may 
not be practical because the selection and control process is often performed 
satisfactorily by human only. In fact, only in the evaluation state, we can know 
which data are too frequent and which ones are too rare. It is difficult to determine 
some selection criteria in advance. 
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I fwe assume that the documents collected in a corpus are chosen randomly 
(instead ofbeing selected carefully by human), we can enlarge the corpus to reduce 
the degree of data being skewed. This practice is similar to tossing a coin to 
measure the probabilities of getting "head" and "tail". Only when the number of 
sampling data is large enough, the probabilities of getting "head" and "tail" will be 
equal or nearly equal. However, we only know that the larger the better. But how 
large a particular corpus should be? It is not easy to determine. 
) if 
Since it is difficult to obtain the optimal values initially, to modify the initial 
probabilistic approximations to their optimal values is necessary. The complexity of 
modification of a probabilistic approximation (which is in terms of correlation score 
in our approach) is dependent of the number of linguistic entities correlated with a 
solution a. There are two types of correlations between a solution a and the 
Unguistic entities. The first type is that a particular solution a is correlated with one (or a I 
I 
few) linguistic entity p. It means the decision of selecting the solution a is dependent of | 
the value of a particular Z(a, P) only. To modify the probabilistic approximation of • 
selecting the solution a is relatively easy because only one Z(a, P) is concerned. The 
effect ofchanging Z(a, p) can be predicted readily. Jn the second type ofcorrelation, a 
solution a is correlated with many linguistic entities Pi, P2, Ps, ...，Pn. To modify the 
probabilistic approximation of selecting the solution a, one needs to consider Z(a, Pi), 
Z(o, P 2 ) , Z(a, p 3 ) , . . . . Z(a, pn). There can be different combinations to change a number 
ofcorrelation scores to attain optimal values for the solution a being selected correctly. 
Thus, in this case, the modification is more difficult to be determined. 
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In this dissertation, a method called learning feedback modification is 
introduced to perform the automatic modification (especially for the second type of 
correlation mentioned above), based on the training results obtained from both the 
positive and negative corpora. There are two problems we need to concem in this 
method. First, which correlation scores should be modified? Second, how much to be 
modified? Each problem will be discussed in the foUowing paragraphs. 
3.5. Learning feedback modification 
t i this section, we first discuss the problem of determination of which correlation scores 
to be modified, and the problem ofdetermination ofthe modification magnitude. Then, a 
general algorithm ofthe learning feedback modification is presented. 
t 
！ 
3.5.1. Determination of which correlation scores to be modified [ 
The learning feedback modification can be divided into three phases: training, evaluation 
..!• 
1, 
and modification. In the training phase, the correlation scores are calculated from the | 
. . . ！ 
training corpora (i.e. positive and negative corpora), as mentioned in Section 3.3.3. I 
Then, in the evaluation phase, these correlation scores are applied to solve the sub-
problems in these two training corpora as if they were the testing corpora. Errors (i.e. 
selection of incorrect solutions to sub-problems) can be identified by comparing the 
evaluation results with the expected results. Finally, the correlation scores which have 
been involved in the selection of a wrong solution are identified. 
For example, in the problem of document classification, each document in the 
positive corpus is classified to a class Cj while each document in the negative corpus is 
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not classified to this class. After the training phase, a number of correlation scores (i.e. 
Z(0', Wi)) have been calculated, where Wi is a particular word. One can use the 
correlation scores to assign document class to each document in the positive and 
negative corpora as if they were testing corpora. Jf a document in the positive corpus 
cannot be assigned with Cj, or ifa document in the negative corpus is assigned with Cj， 
this is an error. The Z(Q, Wf) ofall words found in this document should be modified. 
3.5.2. Determination of the magnitude of modification | 
I 
After the evaluation phase, a number of correlation scores are determined to be modified. | 
i 
Their values are changed in the modification phase. How much the values of the 
correlation scores should be increased or decreased is another problem. 
A simple method is that we can increase or decrease a value by a fixed 
proportion (say 10%) each time. However, to increase or decrease by the same 
proportion for each correlation score may not be suitable. The values of some j 
;|. 
correlation scores should be changed more while others are changed a Httle. In general, ； 
ifa Hnguistic entity P occurs frequently in the sub-problems that are incorrectly solved, 
the correlation score Z(a, p) should be modified with a larger extent. Jn order to attain 
this objective, the following procedure is used to determine the magnitude ofthe change. 
First, all the incorrectly solved sub-problems in the entire positive corpus are 
isolated to form a positive sub-corpus. Then, the correlation scores are calculated from 
this positive sub-corpus as if\i was a complete positive corpus as mentioned in Section 
3.3.3.2. For a solution a and a linguistic entity p, assume the initial (i.e. original) 
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correlation score is Z(a, P) and the correlation score obtained from the positive sub-
corpus is Z(a, P)*. Then, these two correlation scores are combined to form a new 
correlation score as follows. 
modifiedZ(a, p) = k. Z(a, p / + (l-k). Z(a, p) 
The value ofk (in the range from 0 to 1) can be varied to control the effect ofthe 
Z(a, P)* in the modification. The larger the k, the larger the effect of Z(a, p , tfwe take 
i 
an average ofthese two values, k should be equal to 0.5. ！ 
I 
1 
Therationale ofthis procedure is that the value of a Z(a, P)* is dependent ofthe 
statistical distribution ofthe linguistic entity p in a sub-corpus in which the sub-problems | 
cannot be solved correctly. IfZ(a, p) of a particular Unguistic entity is too smaU or too 
large in the complete corpus, and causes some sub-problems to be solved incorrectly, f 
‘ 丨丨 
Z(a, p) can be modified (i.e. increased or decreased) to a more appropriate value. For ； 
ft' :t� 
example, assume a linguistic entity is infrequent in the complete positive corpus and | 
causes some sub-problems to be solved incorrectly. This linguistic entity can get a ‘ 
relatively larger correlation score (i.e. Z(a, p)*) in the sub-corpus containing only these 
incorrectly solved sub-problems. Because it becomes more frequent in this sub-corpus 
than it was before. Afler merging the original Z(a, p) and Z(a, p)', the new value of 
Z(a, P) becomes larger. 
In this method, instead of getting an optimal value of a particular correlation 
score by only one modification, the evaluation and modification phases can be performed 
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in iterations until there is no further improvement, ln each iteration, there is a bit of 
change towards the optimal value. 
Similarly, the same procedure can be applied to the incorrectly solved sub-
problems in the negative corpus to modify the correlation scores. Note that when the 
value ofa particular correlation score is changed to correct an error o fa sub-problem, 
simultaneously it may cause incorrect solutions to other sub-problems. For example, 
� 
extremely, one can change every Z(a, P) to a very large value, and this can make aU the | 
. I 
sub-problems in the positive corpus be solved correctly in the evaluation phase. 丨 
However, this can certainly cause many sub-problems in the negative corpus to be solved >,| 
‘I 
！ 
incorrectly. In order to strike a balance between the values of correlation scores i 
calculated from both the positive and negative corpora, the modification should be based 
on both the positive and negative corpora, instead of one of them only. Otherwise, the 
modified correlation scores will be biased. After the modification based on the positive \ 
. i 
corpus has been performed, the modified correlation scores can be evaluated by applying j 
them to solve the sub-problems in the negative corpus, and then modification can be ‘ 
made ifnecessary. Note that this learning feedback modification is not practical to be 
performed in the traditional corpus-based approach in which there is only one training 
corpus which is equivalent to the positive corpus. Because there is no way to determine 
whether a correlation score is modified too much. 
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3.5.3. An general algorithm ofleaming feedback modification 
The algorithm ofleaming feedback modification can be divided into two parts: one part 
{positivefeedback) is for the modification based on the positive corpus, another part 
(negativefeedback) is for the modification based on the negative corpus. 
As mentioned before, there are three phases: training, evaluation, and 
modification involved in this method. The training phase is performed once for both 
w 
positive and negative feedbacks. The evaluation and modification phases are performed 





The algorithm is performed as follows. In step 1, for a particular solution a, a 
1 
positive corpus and a negative corpus are prepared. In step 2 and 3，using the method 1 ‘i ：j 
mentioned in Section 3.3.3.2, we calculate a set ofZ(a, p)+ and Z(a, P)" reflecting the |i 
• I 
relationship between the solution a and a number of Unguistic entities in these two j 
corpora. Then in step 4, for each linguistic entity P, Z(a, P)+ and Z(a, P)" obtained from ”丨 
two corpora are combined as mentioned in Section 3.3.3.3. 
.，广 
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II Steps 1 to 4 belong to the training phase // 
1 • for a particular solution a 
prepare a positive corpus and a negative corpus 
2. for each linguistic entity P in the positive corpus 
calculate the z-scores Z(a, p)+ 
reflecting the correlations between a and P in the positive corpus 
3. for each linguistic entity P in the negative corpus 
calculate the z-scores Z(a, P)' 
reflecting the correlations between a and P in the negative corpus 
4. for each linguistic entity P s 
Z(a, p) = Z(a ,p r -Z(a , p)' j, 
i: 
// Step 5 is the positive feedback // | 
5. loop until there is no further possible improvement in the performance | 
// Step 5.1 is the evaluation phase II [ 
5.1. solve each sub-problem in the entire positive and negative corpora 1 
based on all the correlation scores Z(a, P) i i  :ji 
；I 
// Steps 5.2 to 5.4 are the modification phase II 
5.2. identify sub-problems whose solution is not a in the positive corpus ：| 
and group them into a positive sub-corpus 
5.3. for each linguistic entity p in the positive sub-corpus 丨 
calculate the correlation scores Z(a, P)* 丨丨 
5.4. for each linguistic entity p in the positive sub-corpus ！ 
calculate the new value of Z(a, P) as | 
k. Z(a, p / + (l-k). Z(a, p) I 
»f 
// Step 6 is the negative feedback // 
6. loop until there is no further possible improvement in the performance 
II Step 6.1 is the evaluation phase // 
6.1. solve each sub-problem in the entire positive and negative corpora 
based on all the correlation scores Z(a, P) 
// Steps 6.2 to 6.4 are the modification phase II 
6.2. identify sub-problems whose solution is a in the negative corpus 
and group them into a negative sub-corpus 
6.3. for each linguistic entity P in the negative sub-corpus 
calculate the correlation scores Z(a, P)* 
6.4. for each linguistic entity P in the negative sub-corpus 
calculate the new value ofZ(a, P) as 
k. Z(a, p / + (l-k). Z(QC,p) 
Figure 3.1. A general algorithm of learning feedback modification. 
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Now, in step 5, the first iteration ofevaluation and modification in the positive 
feedback begins. Based on the initial correlation scores, we solve each sub-problem in 
the positive corpus as ifit was a testing corpus. No matter in the positive or negative 
corpus, there are only two possible solutions for each sub-problem: (1) the solution a is 
proposed or (2) the solution a is not proposed. In the positive corpus, if the solution a is 
not proposed to a sub-problem, it is solved incorrectly. The incorrectly solved sub-
problems are grouped to form a positive sub-corpus. After the determination the 
magnitudes of changes for the correlation scores, and the modification (mentioned in 
Section 3.5.2), the first iteration is completed. The second iteration in the positive 
feedback begins and the loop continues until there is no further improvement in the | 
performance. We can stop the loop when the number of correctly solved sub-problems | 
丨： 
in the entire positive corpus is becoming stable. | 
;i :i 1 
After the positive feedback, the negative feedback proceeds. The procedure is 
similar but the modifications are based on the negative corpus. ； 
• ! 
,丨 
The implementation of the learning feedback modification wiU be described in 
Chapter 6，in which this technique will be applied in an appUcation of automatic indexing 
ofcontrolled index terms. In this application, each index term (i.e. predefined solution to 
be selected) is correlated with a number of words (i.e. Hnguistic entities). It wiU be 




Identification of Phrases and Templates 
in Domain-specific Chinese Texts 
In the rest ofthis dissertation, there are three different applications using the corpus-
based induction learning approach. They are the identification of phrases and 
templates in domain-specific Chinese texts (in this chapter), the construction of 
modification rules to improve the Chinese word segmentation accuracy (in Chapter ： 
5) and the automatic indexing of controlled index terms (in Chapter 6). The degree 
ofdifFiculty ofthe problems solved by these applications are increasing from Chapter 
:j 




In this chapter, we mainly illustrate the concept of using two training corpora J ;i •i 
(positive and negative corpora) to solve a typical kind of problem: identification of 
some spedfic linguistic entities from the corpus according to their frequencies. In ,； 
. I 
this chapter, we talk about the identification of Chinese phrases and templates in a | 
specific domain. In this application, a phrase is defined to be a string made up of a ‘ 
number ofconsecutive characters in the text. According to this definition, a phrase 
may be a word or a number ofconsecutive words. A template is defined to be a text 
pattern consisting of separated strings. Phrases and templates may be specific and 
general. For example, the templates such as “對…來說“and “艮口 使…也督 are general 
and can be found in any domains. On the other hand, the phrases such as 獲禾11 回吐 
and the templates such as 恒生指數收市報…點 are specific in the domain of 
financial news. 
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There are several reasons for identifying these domain-specific phrases and 
templates. First, domain-specific phrases including proper nouns and technical 
jargons may not be found in an ordinary dictionary and they cannot be identified 
correctly in the word segmentation process (which will be described in Chapter 5). 
Thus, a process to identify these phrases is a necessary preliminary step for handling 
domain-specific texts. Second, the phrases and templates found in a text can be used 
as clues for text processing such as abstraction, indexing and classification [2，24, 
77，83’ 84，114]. It is because these domain-specific phrases and templates are often | 
with functional purposes in the text. Their presence can, somehow, indicate the I 
contents oftexts. Third, the identification ofthese phrases and templates can assist 
in the information retrieval [11，13，22，109]. The identification of phrases can ! 
f 
facilitate the matching of keywords in a query while the templates can extract the 
information carried by them. 
The phrase and template identification can be performed with syntactic r 
analysis [7, 52, 54, 55, 92, 95, 108]. Syntactic tags such as adjective, noun and 
adverb are assigned to the words found in the text. Then, the syntactic analysis 
recognizes basic syntactic units such as subject phrase, object phrase and verb 
phrase. However, it is only possible to identify sequences of specified syntactic 
markers (e.g. adjective-noun and noun-noun sequences). In this chapter, according 
to the general model ofthe corpus-based induction learning, we present a statistical 
method to identify phrases and templates in Chinese texts of a specific domain. 
First, an analysis ofthe problem solved by the traditional corpus-based approach will 





Then, the details of the identification method using both the domain-specific and 
domain-general corpora will be described and the experimental results will be 
mentioned. 
4.1. Analvsis ofthe problem solved bv the traditional corpus-based approach 
In the traditional corpus-based approach, this problem is solved simply as follows. 
A corpus of a specific domain will be given. Then, the frequencies of candidate 
k 
I 
phrases are counted, and the frequent ones will be selected finally. However, this 
I 
approach has a number of drawbacks described as follows. : 
i| 
； ] 
First, it is necessary to manipulate and count many candidate phrases. In I 
I 
general, a document with t characters can be represented by the following character 
！ 
• i 
sequence: C7, C2, C3,……Ct，where C/ is the 沖 character in the document. The I 
I 
• i 
following candidate phrases in the document will be counted if we identify n- ;' 
li 
’; 
character phrases. j 
r' f 
C7 C2 C3 ... Cn ” 
C2 C3 C4 .. Cn+\ 
C3 C4 C5 ... C«+2 
Ct-n+I Ct-n+2 Ct-n^3 …C^ 
After all documents have been scanned this way, the candidate phrases with 
high occurrence frequencies in the entire corpus will be selected as the final choices. 
Using this procedure several times, we can identify phrases of different lengths. If 
the average length of a document is t characters long, the number of candidate w-
character phrases that will be counted in one document is t-n+\. If there are N 
documents in the corpus, the total number of candidate phrases that will be counted 
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is N(t-n+l). It is obvious that when the average length of a document is long (i.e. 
large t value) and the corpus is large (i.e. largeA^value), it becomes impractical and 
difficult to use such a method to identify the phrases. However, to obtain a reliable 
result using a statistical method, these two parameters should be large to a certain 
extent. As stated by Jones [46] who used the same principle to identify English 




访 « ' 
i.i 
. � 
Second problem is that there may be invalid phrases identified 
unintentionally. Assume a character string Cm Cm+J Cm+2 …0? is a valid phrase 
to be identified. All its sub-strings in the form of Cx Qx+1 Cx+2 …Qy will be 
selected out unexpectedly, where m < x < y < n. It is because the high occurrence 
frequency of a string implies the high occurrence frequencies of all its sub-strings. 
But some sub-strings are invalid phrases. For example, the sub-string “利回“found ; 
/ 
in a phrase “獲利回吐“is an invalid phrase, but this sub-string will be selected 丨 
( 
because ofthe high occurrence frequency of the valid phrase ”獲禾口回吐". 
Third problem is that it is difficult to predetermine the length of a phrase. 
For example, if we only identify two-character phrases, we can get the phrases 
“獲禾丨』"and “回吐“separately. Only after we have identified four-character phrases, 
we can get the longer phrase “獲利回吐".It is difficult to predict the exact length 
of a phrase in advance. We can just attempt more candidate phrases with different 
lengths. 
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Fourth problem is that it is difficult to distinguish domain-specific phrases 
from the domain-general phrases such as “他說“and “這人".This problem is 
especially difficult to be tackled in Chinese. In English, the stopwords such as "the" 
and "of' can be predefined in advance, and we can ignore to process them. But in 
Chinese, there is no word always acting as a stopword only. For example, the 
characters such as “的“and "了" are often considered as Chinese stopwords. But 




. . I 
In the following paragraphs, we describe how the corpus-based induction ‘ 
丨 . 
learning approach is applied to solve the problems mentioned above. 
4.2. Phrase identification based on positive and negative corpora 丨 
i' 
Following the general model of corpus-based induction learning approach, we i 
prepare two corpora. In the positive corpus, the documents are domain-specific [ 
i 
while in the negative corpus, the documents are domain-general. Now, the problem ； B ， 
I 
is how to compare these two corpora. If we identify all the possible candidate . 
phrases in these two corpora and compare their frequencies, we still need to use the 
time and memory space as much as before. Thus, we compare the frequencies of 
characters (instead ofcandidate phrases) in the corpora. If a phrase occurs n times 
in the corpus, its constituent characters should also occur, at least, n times. 
Therefore, the constituent characters of a high frequent phrase are also with high 
frequencies. For example, ifthe string “恆生指數“is a frequent phrase that should 
be identified, its constituent characters “恆“，“生“，"指"and ”數"will be also 
frequent. We select some characters that are frequent in the positive corpus and rare 
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in the negative corpus. These selected characters are described as one-character 
phrase seeds. 
Based on the general model of corpus-based induction learning approach 
mentioned in Chapter 3，Z(a, p)+，Z(a, P)" and Z(a, P) are defined as follows in this 
application. 
Z(a, p)+ = z-score ofa character p in the positive corpus relevant to the domain a 
Z(oc; p)' = z-score of a character P in the negative corpus irrelevant to the domain a : 
Z(a, P) = Z(a, p r - Z(a, p)' ‘ 
i 
The selection criterion can be expressed as the following rule. 
i 
j 
JF Z(a, p) > threshold 
THEN P is selected as a one-character phrase seed ofthe domain a | 
Now, the problem is to construct complete phrases from one-character phrase seeds. 
In this method, first, we identify characters that are often immediately adjacent to a 
particular one-character phrase seed. Each of these characters will be combined \ 
I 
with the one-character phrase seed to form a two-character phrase seed. A ‘ 
•t 
particular two-character phrase seed will be lengthened to become a three-character 
phrase seed, and so on. This process continues until the phrase seed cannot be 
lengthened in this manner, and at this moment a complete phrase is identified. 
4.3. Phrase identification procedure 
There are mainly two steps in this procedure. In step one, we compare two corpora 
(i.e. a corpus of specific domain and a corpus of general domain) to find the one-
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character phrase seeds. In step two, the seeds will be growing gradually to form 
complete phrases. 
4.3.1. Step 1: Phrase seed identification 
In this step, we prepare two corpora. The first corpus is about the domain we are 
interested in. The second corpus is the one of general domain. In this step, we 
count the occurrence frequencies ofcharacters found in the two corpora. Then, the 
一 
frequency of each character in each corpus is converted into the corresponding z- r 
j 
score for comparison. Finally, we select some characters as one-character phrase 
seeds from the domain-specific corpus, based on the selection criterion shown in 
Figure 4.1. 
W 丨 
(z-score ofthe character in the positive corpus - I 
z-score ofthe character in the negative corpus) > Threshold_l 丨 
THEN 
the character is selected as a one-character phrase seed 
\ 
\ 
/* Threshold_l is a predefined value */ \ 
Figure 4.1. Criterion of selecting one-character phrase seeds. : 
4.3.2. Step 2: Phrase construction from phrase seeds 
After the previous step, we get a number of one-character phrase seeds. They will 
be used to construct the phrases in this step, in which there are a number of 
iterations to increase the length ofaphrase seed gradually. For a particular phrase 
seed, Si, we count the co-occurrence frequencies of the following strings: Qi-1 S/ 
and Si Ci+1，where Si is a phrase seed at the relative position i, and Ci-1 and C/+7 
are characters at the relative position i-1 and /+7 respectively. This means we count 
the co-occurrences of Si with characters that are immediately adjacent to it. For 
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example, ifSi =“票“，the sub-strings ”股票“(i.e. Ci-I Si) and “票指“（i.e. Si Ci+I) 
in the string “……恆生股票指數……"will be counted. 
For processing a particular one-character phrase seed, we select the 
sentences containing this particular phrase seed from the domain-specific corpus to 
form a sub-corpus. Then，all the operations are performed, based on this sub-
corpus, instead of the complete corpus. 
^ 
<\ f' •i 
1 
Initially, for a particular one-character phrase seed S, we count all the strings ‘ 
• ' i 
in the forms of Ci-1 Si and Si Ci+1, and then select the strings with frequencies 
greater than a certain threshold. These selected strings will be treated as two- ； 
i ' i 
character phrase seeds, and they will be processed again using the same procedure 
•j 
to form three-character phrase seeds. This procedure repeats until it is not possible 
to lengthen the phrase seeds, and in this stage, these phrase seeds are considered as 
• . f 
the complete phrases. Using a one-character phrase seed "票"found in a string 
！ 
“ 恆生股票指數……•• as an example, the process of phrase construction is shown ., 
in Figure 4.2. In general, the phrase construction from a particular one-character 
phrase seed can be represented by the algorithm in Figure 4.3. 
The advantage ofthis method is that we do not need to count and manage a 
lot ofcandidate phrases. As mentioned in Section 4.1，in the traditional corpus-based 
approach, most of the candidate phrases are just sub-strings of valid phrases, and 
these sub-strings are not valid phrases. Now, such invalid phrases will not be 
selected and, thus, this approach can make it more practical to identify the proper 
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phrases efficiently. Furthermore, in this method, a phrase seed stops growing when 
the complete phrase is found. This method does not require to know the length of a 
phrase before the process. As mentioned before, the proper phrase length is difficult 
to be predicted in advance. In addition, only the domain-specific phrases are 
identified in this approach. The domain-general phrases can be ignored. 
(n+lVchar. phrase seed generated from nchar. phrase seed 
l^haracter phrase seed 
票 — 股票，票指 
«i> 
2-character phrase seed ( 
H — 生股票，股票指 � 
票指 ^ 股票指(duplicated and ignored)，票指數 ！ 
3-character phrase seed 
n ^ ~ — 恆生股票，生股票指 
股票指 _> 生股票指(duplicated and ignored)，股票指數 
票^數 — 股票指數(duplicatedandignored) 
4^;haracter phrase seed 
饭生股票 ^ 恆生股票指 , 
^^mm — 恆生股票指(duplicated and ignored)，生股票指數 ！| 
股票^數 "> 生股票指數(duplicatedandignored) || 
I 
! 
5-character phrase seed 1^ 
馳股票指 ^ 恆生股票指數 i 
生股票指數 _> 恆生股票指數(duplicated and ignored) | 
1 
6^:haracter phrase seed ‘ 恆生股票指數 ~> not possible to increase the length of phrase seed , 
Thus,“恆生股票指數"is the complete phrase. 
Figure 4.2. An example of a phrase construction from a one-character phrase seed 
" 苗 " 
^TN . 
4.4. Template identification procedure 
After a number of phrases have been identified, we can construct templates from 
these phrases. As mentioned before, a template is defined to be a text pattern made 
up of separated strings such as “恒生指數收市報…點，.Although the number of 
separated strings found in a template can be varied, Han [32] found that the most 
common sentence patterns in modem Chinese are made up oftwo strings. Thus, we 
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will identify the templates with two separated strings. The structure of a template 
can be represented as T/ … T k , where Ti and Tk are two strings (phrases or 
characters) at the relative positions i and k respectively, and k > i + 1. 
S - a particular one-character phrase seed found in Step 1 
find_longer_phrase_seed(5) 
begin 
fmd all the strings in the from of C/-7 S/ or S/ C/+7 
and count the occurrence frequencies ofthem 
new_seed = 0; 
for each string S' in the form of Ci-1 S/ or S/ Ci+1 ^ 
if (frequency of S' > Threshold_2) :丨: 
begin 丨 
new_seed = new_seed + 1 ‘ 
fmdJonger_phrase_seed(5") /* recursive call */ ' 
end; 
if (new_seed = 0) 
S is a complete phrase 
end; 
/* Threshold_2 is a predefined value */ 丨 
Figure 4.3. Phrase construction from a one-character phrase seed. | 
The method used to identify templates is described as follows. For a 
3 
particular identified phrase P, we count its co-occurrence with a particular string T \ 
(a character or another phrase) at different positions from P. In Figure 4.4, there are •‘ 
two histograms illustrating two cases of (P,T) co-occurrences. In these histograms, 
the number in each bar represents thedistance between P and T, and the height ofa 
bar indicates the co-occurrence frequency. For example, the height of the bar 
labeled with +3 indicates the co-occurrence frequencies of (P,7), where 7is on the 
right of P and there are three strings in between them. If P 二 …恆生指數收市幸艮" 
and T=“黑占丨，the following (P,7) co-occurrence will be counted and accumulated in 
the bar labeled with +3 in the histogram. 
假生指數收市報一二一六七.九三跌三十三.一六點 
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The two examples in Figure 4.4 illustrate two cases we need to recognize. In 
the first example (P, Tj\ the histogram is relatively flat and without the obvious 
peaks. This reflects that there is no fixed pattem formed by P and Tj. They co-
occur only because they are the keywords of the same domain (e.g. doctor-patient 
and teacher-student). But they cannot construct a fixed pattem commonly used in 
the text. 
** 
On the other hand, in the second example (P, 7» , there are two peaks in the t 
, ！ 
histogram. This means there are fixed patterns formed by P and 7>. For example, v 
the template “恆生指數收市報…點，are with such a relationship. In this step，we 
identify such a kind of fixed patterns as templates. The algorithm for this step is 
. 丨 
shown in Figure 4.5. , 
^ " ~ ~ 
-2 -1 +3 +4 +5 
^ 4 ~ | +1 +6 I 
-6 1-5 T i ; 
i 
(P，Tl) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ • — ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ " ^ ， 
+2 +3 
(P,l2) 1-6 1-5 1-4 1-3 1-2 1-1 1+1 1+4 | +5 |+6 
Figure 4.4. Two arbitrary examples of (P,7)co-occurrences. 
In Figure 4.5, the variance is a measurement of the "flatness" of histograms 
such as those shown in Figure 4.4. The smaller the variance value, the higher the 
degree of flatness. If the variance is smaller than a predefined threshold value, we 
can conclude that a certain phrase cannot form any template. Otherwise, we select 
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the peaks from the histogram based on whether the co-occurrence frequency (i.e. the 
height o fa peak) is larger than a certain threshold. 
P = a particular identified phrase 
find_template(P) 
begin 
Identify strings coKx:curring with P 
by searching strings that are found within a distance, D, from P 
for each string T that co-occurs with P 
begin 
count all the co-occurrences at different relative positions from P 
calculate the variance 
i 
.') 
if {variance > Threshold_3) ‘ 
for each coK>ccurrence at a particular relative position from P 
if (coK)ccurrence frequency > Threshold_4) 
T at this relative position from P forms a template with P 
end 
end 
/* Threshold_3 and Threshold_4 are predefined values */ 
Figure 4.5. Template construction from an identified phrase. ! 
4.5. Experiment and result 
'W 
. .'丨 
We have performed experiments to evaluate the phrase and template identification ； 
• ！ 
procedures mentioned in this chapter. In the experiments, we used two types of ‘ 
Hong Kong news articles: financial and political news. The details about the testing 
data will be presented first. Then，the experiments and the results will be mentioned. 
4.5.1. Testing data 
The testing data used in the experiments were news articles about financial news and 
political news published by Wen Hui Bao (a news agency in Hong Kong) in 1993. 
The total size of the financial news collection was about 2M bytes and that of the 
political news collection was about 3M bytes. These were used as the domain-
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specific corpora (i.e. positive corpora) in two experiments respectively. A corpus of 
a general domain (i.e. negative corpus) was made up of general news articles [43] of 
about 7.8M bytes in size. This negative corpus was used commonly for two 
different domains mentioned above in the experiments. 
4.5.2. Details of experiments 
We followed the procedures mentioned in Sections 4.3 and 4.4 to generate the 
S 
phrases and templates. In the experiments, there are four predefined thresholds | 
厂 
values involved. The substituted values ofthe thresholds are listed as follows. 
Stepinwhichi t i s used Actual value used in .j 
experiments 
Threshold _ r Step 1 of phrase identification (see Figure 4.1) 5 丨 
Threshold"2 “ Step 2 ofphrase identification (see Figure 4.3) mean + 1 standard deviation j 
Threshold T " template identification (see Figure 4.5) 1^ 
Threshold 4 template identification (see Figure 4.5) mean+ 1 standard deviation 
Table 4.1. The values ofthresholds used in the experiments. 
In Step 1 ofthe phrase identification, the corpus of the specific domain was 
! 
compared with that ofthe general domain to select a number of one-character phrase 
seeds. If the difference between the z-score of a character in the domain-specific , 
corpus and that of the character in the domain-general corpus is 3.0 (i.e. 
Threshold_l), this character will be selected as a one-character phrase seed. 
In Step 2 ofthe phrase identification, we count the co-occurrences ofan n-
character phrase seed with its adjacent characters. If the co-occurrence frequency is 
greater than a threshold (i.e. Threshold_2), the co-occurrence pattern is considered 
as an (n+/>character phrase seed. This threshold was set to a value that was one 
standard deviation larger than the mean of frequencies of all co-occurrence patterns 
i:. 
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ofthe w-character phrase seed. Therefore, the actual value of this threshold is not 
the same for each phrase seed. 
In the template identification, ifthe variance measuring the variation among 
the occurrence frequencies of candidate templates is greater than a threshold (i.e. 
Threshold_3), we will select some candidate templates. The threshold value was set 
to 10. Then, ifthe occurrence frequency ofa particular candidate template is larger 
t« 
than a threshold (i.e. Threshold_4), it will be selected finally. This threshold was set � 
I 
to a value that was one standard deviation larger than the mean of all occurrence 
'i • 
frequencies of a candidate template. 
V 
! 
In this experiment, the maximum distance between two strings involved in a 
i' 
\ 
template was set to be ten. This means the predefined value D in Figure 4.5 was ten. 
: 丨 i 
. ！ ！ 
' j 
. ) 
4.5.3. Experimental results 
We will first present the result ofthe experiment testing the financial news articles , 
and then the result ofthe experiment testing the political news articles. 
4.5.3.1. Phrases and templates identified in financial news articles 
Some identified phrases and templates are shown in Appendix A and B respectively. 
Now, we discuss the experimental result. First, it is found that an identified phrase 
may be a word or a number of words. For example, the strings such as “反彈浪“ 
and “回吐壓力“are words while the strings such as “趁低吸納“and “獲利回吐“ 
are phrases in the domain of financial news. These words and phrases may not be 
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covered in an ordinary dictionary. Now, they can be identified by this statistical 
approach successfully. 
Second, some phrases such as “恆生指數收市報"and “周五收市價在" 
seem to be strange because these phrases look like incompletely formed. However, 
such a kind of phrases can form meaningful templates such as 
“恆生指數收市報…點丨and “周五收市價在“以下"in the template identification 
w 
process. ? 
Third, some templates such as “藍籌股上升...下跌“may also look like 
strange. However, they can carry some important information that may not be t 
obviously predicted. For example, the following template is usually used in the text 




In Appendix C, there are some examples of texts containing these templates. From 
these texts, it is found that these templates can be used to extract some important 
and relevant information in a particular domain (i.e. financial news in our 
experiment). 
4.5.3.2. Phrases and templates identified in political news articles 
We used the same method to identify phrases and templates in the political news 
articles. Some examples of these identified phrases and templates are shown in 
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, » 
% ： I 
Appendix D and E respectively. In Appendix F, there are some examples oftexts 
containing these templates. 
4.6. Conclusion 
Identification ofphrases and templates in a particular domain is a necessary practice 
in the Chinese natural language processing such as word segmentation, automatic 
indexing and information retrieval. Because these phrases and templates are with 
� 
important meanings and are used to carry relevant information in the domain. They 
are often not covered in an ordinary (general domain) dictionary and, therefore, to 




In this chapter, the phrase and template identification procedures are 
i 
！ 
proposed. The first step of phrase identification is to select domain-specific j 
i 
characters, based on the comparison between the positive and negative corpora. 
This step can prevent domain-general phrases such as “他說“from being selected. 
The second step is to construct the complete phrases from these characters ’ 
gradually. The advantages ofthis method are as follows. First, it is not necessary to 
process a lot of candidate phrases Thus, it can save much time and memory space 
for processing them. Second, the identification of the invalid phrases which are sub-
strings of valid phrases can be avoided. Third, the length of a phrase can be 
determined automatically. It is not necessary to determine the length ofaphrase as 
a parameter ofthe identification process before it is identified. 
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After the phrases have been identified, the template identification procedure 
constructs templates based on these phrases. This statistical procedure can separate 
the genuine templates from the ones just formed by high frequent keywords but 
without correlations between themselves. 
Empirical experimental results have shown that the words and phrases 
specific in the domains offinancial and political news can be identified successfully. 
k , 
In addition, the identified templates are the ones usually used to express certain [ 
















A Corpus-based Induction Learning Approach 
to Improving the Accuracy of Chinese Word Segmentation 
In this chapter, the application of the corpus-based induction learning approach to 
improving the accuracy of Chinese word segmentation will be described [59，60]. 
Instead of developing an entire new algorithm of Chinese word segmentation, we 
attempt to develop a method that can modify the result of a particular word 
segmentation algorithm in order to increase its accuracy. In Chinese word 
segmentation, when there is an ambiguity (i.e. two or more ways to segment a 
string), the context ofthe string is often examined to select the best choice. In the 
method proposed in this chapter, statistical correlations between contexts and 
modifications from incorrect segmented strings to correct ones are found. Based on < 
this kind of correlations, the context of an incorrect segmented string can trigger the 
modification to a correct segmented string. 
:i 
In this chapter, the background of Chinese word segmentation will be ‘ 
described first. A number of typical approaches to solving this problem will be 
mentioned briefly. Some common problems in word segmentation will be discussed. 
Then, the corpus-based induction learning approach to improving the accuracy of 
Chinese word segmentation will be described. Finally, the experimental results will 
be discussed. 
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5.1. Background ofChinese word segmentation 
In Chinese, characters ( 漢 另 are the most simple linguistic units. But Chinese 
characters are often grouped together to form words (言司）which are considered as 
the basic syntactic and semantic units in Chinese. The relationship between 
characters and words in Chinese is, somehow, similar to that between alphabets (A-
Z) and words in English. In modern Chinese, there are about 3,000 - 4,000 
characters in common usage. This small number of Chinese characters are used to 
m 
form a large number of Chinese words. In most of Chinese dictionaries, there are 
about 15,000-50,000 entries [64]. Each Chinese word is formed by a sequence of 
i 
characters. In Figure 5.1，there are the statistical data about the number ofChinese | 
j 




Word length Number Usage | 
One character 12.1% 64.3% 
Two characters 73.6% 34.3% 
Three characters 7.6% 0.4% 
Four characters 6.4% 0.4% i 
Five characters or longer 0.2% ^ 
Figure 5.1. The statistical data about the number and usage of Chinese words of 
different word lengths. 
From the above statistical data, it is found that a large proportion ofChinese 
words are one to two characters long. Words longer than four characters are rare. 
In modern Chinese, punctuation marks are used deliberately to separate sentences in 
a text. When there is a punctuation mark between two characters, we can easily 
determine that there is a word boundary between these two characters. But for a 
string between two punctuation marks, it is difficult to discover the proper word 
boundaries. When words are placed together to form a sentence, it is a character 
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string without any indication of which sub-string as a word. Following is an 
example ofa Chinese sentence and its segmentation result. 




Todayweeatapples ^ Today we eat apples 
5.2. Tvpical methods of Chinese word segmentation ’ 
In order to achieve the objective of word segmentation, a number of methods have ‘ 
been attempted by researchers. They can be mainly divided into three approaches: 
(1) syntactic and semantic approach, (2) statistical approach, and (3) heuristic 
I 
approach. Wu [112] has performed an intensive study of the Chinese word |' 
segmentation and its methods. Now, only a brief description of these three 
approaches is presented. 
i 
I 
5.2.1. Syntactic and semantic approach 
r 
Syntactic and semantic analysis can be used in word segmentation. The syntactic 
and semantic rules can be applied to determine which segmentation result is the most 
likely correct. For example, in Yeh's approach [113], all the possible words found in 
a string will be first identified by matching them with the entries in a dictionary. 
Then, ambiguity resolution rules will be used to eliminate some illegal segmentation 
alternatives based on whether the combination of monosyllabic and disyllabic words 
is valid or not. The probability ofbeing a correct segmentation result according to 
the Markov process is calculated for each segmentation alternative. They will be 
stored in a prioritized list. Finally, the segmentation alternatives are taken from the 
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prioritized list one by one to perform the syntactic and semantic analysis until a legal 
one is found. The syntactic and semantic information is stored in the feature 
structures oflexical entries to determine sentence structures and meanings. 
In some cases, it is difficult to determine the suitable way to segment a string 
because the possible segmentation alternatives are syntactic and semantic valid. The 
following is an example. 
n 
要 結 帳 無 金 銀 也 可 以 — 要 結 帳 無 金 銀 也可以 丨 
(It is all right to pay the bill without money (i.e. gold and sliver)) ‘ 
要 結 帳 無 金 銀 也 可 以 — 要 結 帳 無 金 銀 也 可 以 
(To pay the bill, silver is accepted if without gold) 
5.2.2. Statistical approach I 
In the statistical approach, the statistical data about words are collected from a | 
corpus. The co-occurrence frequencies of characters can be used to reflect the 
probability ofgrouping a number ofcharacters to form a word. Sproat [96] used the 
following expression to define the association between a character a followed by 
f 
another character h. 
A(ab)= log, fTabVN 
f(a)/N X f(byN 
The f(a) and f(b) are the occurrence frequencies of character a and character b 
respectively in the corpus. The f(ab) is the occurrence frequency of the character a 
followed by the character b. The N is the size ofthe corpus. The larger the value of 
A(ab), the higher the chance that the string "aZ>" is a Chinese word. 
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Other than the occurrence frequencies of words, the occurrence frequencies 
of syntactic tags of words can also be used to identify the proper word boundaries. 
Sun [98] has used a first-order Markov model to perform the word segmentation. In 
his approach, all the possible segmentation alternatives are identified first. Each 
word in each segmentation alternative is assigned its syntactic tags. (One word can 
be with two or more syntactic tags.) Then, all the possible combinations ofsyntactic 
tags in each segmentation alternative are considered using the first-order Markov 
model and the most likely combination is selected. For example, assume a syntactic ； 
tag combination ofa particular segmentation alternative, S, is as follows. 
T , T，T , ..... Tn ,where Ti is the syntactic tag of the � word in S. 
1, 2' 3' 
The probability, P(S), of S being a correct segmentation is as follows. The P(S) 
1 
value of each segmentation alternative is calculated and the one with the maximum 丨 
I 
P(S) value will be considered as the correct segmentation result. 
P(S) = P(T,)x P(TJT^) X P(T3|T2) ........ X P(TJT.^). 
r 
The values ofP(Ta) and P(Ta|Tb) are defined as follows. 
P(Ta) = occurrence frequency ofTa 
sum ofoccurrence frequencies of all syntactic tags in the corpus 
P(Ta|Tb) == occurrence frequency ofTa following Tb 
occurrence frequency ofTb in the corpus 
One drawback ofthe statistical approaches is that some common phrases are 
also recognized as words. For example, the phrases such as “他說“(he said) and 
"這人"(this man) are often used in texts and, thus, they are considered as words 
statistically. 
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5.2.3. Heuristic approach 
In the heuristic approach, maximum matching algorithm is a typical example [57, 61, 
62, 63]. The maximum matching is based on a heuristic that a Chinese word is often 
constructed by a maximum number ofconsecutive Chinese characters in a string. In 
this algorithm, starting at a certain character in the string, the longest valid word is 
always segmented. The algorithm of this method is shown in Figure 5.2. The 
• 
function match() returns the length ofthe longest matched word which starts at ch(i) ! 
and ends at ch(i+k), where k >= 0，and ch(i) is the i^ character in the text. 
Segmentation by Maximum Matching() 
begin 
i = l ; 
while (i <= n) /* n = number of character in a text */ 
begin 
word_len = match( ch(i)); 
declare a word boundary i 
between ch(i+word_len-l) and ch(i+word_len); 
i 二 i + word_len; ; 
end; 
end; J 
Figure 5.2. Maximum matching algorithm. 
Among the methods mentioned above, the accuracy of word segmentation 
result is around 95% to 97%. Although it is very close to the complete correctness, 
it is not often easy to get a further improvement. In fact, for a particular Chinese 
word segmentation method, there are often some difficulties specific to the method. 
It is because natural languages, especially Chinese, often have some degree of 
irregularity in the syntactic and semantic properties. A particular word segmentation 
algorithm cannot tackle all these irregularities. Rules can be used to tackle these 
irregularities, which are considered as exceptions that cannot be processed by a 
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word segmentation algorithm. In this paper, a corpus-based induction learning 
approach is introduced to construct a number of rules modifying the segmentation 
result to improve its accuracy. It will be described in Section 5.4. 
5.3. Problems in word segmentation 
There are a number of problems in word segmentation. The first is about the 
Chinese word definition. The second is about how to record valid Chinese words so 
that they can be recognized in word segmentation process. The third is the word 





5.3.1. Chinese word definition | 
i' 
The definition of Chinese word is a controversial matter. The difference between a 
1 




a.“雞蛋，(egg) is often considered as a word. Should strings “恐！!®, (dinosaur 
egg) and “蜥蜴蛋“（lizard egg) be considered as words or phrases? 
b “讀書“（read/study a book) is often considered as a word. Should string ”印書“ 
(publish a book) and “寫書“(write a book) be considered as words or phrases? 
c. " i ^ " (ocean) is often considered as a word. Should strings " : ^ " (big bird) and 
“大盒“(large box) be considered as words or phrases? 
d."上學“(go to school) is often considered as a word. Should strings "上山等 
(climb a hill) and “上茶樓“(go to restaurant) be considered as words or phrases? 
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The criteria, which determines whether a string is a word or not, are 
inconsistent in some cases. It is difficult to design an algorithm which can perform 
word segmentation to handle this kind of inconsistency. The researchers of 
linguistics and those ofcomputational linguistics have different viewpoints about the 
Chinese word definition. In China, an official standard of word segmentation was 
published [116]. The concept oisegmentation unit (分詞單位）was introduced in 
this standard. A segmentation unit may be a word or a phrase according to the 
linguistic viewpoint. They are supposed to be more suitable for computer 
processing. However, following this word segmentation standard, there are still 
some cases difficult to be handled. For example, the string "吃飯"（have a meal) is 





5.3.2. Word dictionary 
Another problem related to the word definition problem is how to record words, 
which can be referenced in the word segmentation processing. One straightforward 
j 
method is to build a dictionary (i.e. word list) keeping all the valid Chinese words. , i 
However, there are two difficulties. First, it is difficult to record compound words 
that are combined by stem words and suffixes. The following are some examples of 
this kind of words. 
“數學“(mathematics) + "家“=二數學家“（mathematician) 
“可行“(feasible) + M4"=“可行性“(feasibility) 
“影印“（phobcopy) + “機“二 “影印機“（photocopy machine) 
It seems that it is not practical to record each of these compound words in a 
dictionary because the number of such words can be very large. In fact, it is 
common to use general rules such as ”stem word + suffix 二 compound worcT to 
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represent these words. The words generated by this type of rules are possible to be 
recognized by computer processing. In Section 5.7, an experiment about how to 
construct this type of rules will be presented. 
The second difficulty is that it is hard to handle proper nouns including 
personal names, organization names, geographical names, and technique jargons. 
Obviously, the only way to recognize these proper nouns is to record them in a 
dictionary in advance. No rule can be used to represent them generally. We can 
only collect and record, for example, some names of famous people. But it is not 
i 
practical to record the name ofeveryone in the world. The segmentation result o fa 
proper noun not recorded in a dictionary is that the word will be broken down into a 
number of smaller words. For example, the word “唯讀記憶器“(read-only 
memory) may be divided into ”唯“，”讀“，“記憶“and “器".Some may think there 
should be some methods to join these separate parts together to form the complete I 
word. But there may be some inconsistencies. For example, the strings “圖像處理“ 
(image processing) and ”數據處理“(data processing) are often treated as words. 
But the string “調查處理“(investigate and process) should be a phrase, instead ofa 
word. 
5.3.3. Word segmentation ambiguity 
It is possible that there are two or more ways to segment a particular text. This is 
referred to as an ambiguity in word segmentation. Of course, only one ofthem is 
correct. An incorrect segmented text often changes the syntactic and semantic 
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structures of the text. The following are two examples, in which the semantic 
meanings ofdifFerent segmentation results are quite different 
香港人口 多 — 香 港 人 口 多（Hong Kong has a large population) 
香港人口 多—香港人 口 多(Hong Kong people are talkative) 
記##講英文—記者會講英文（T h e ^ e p o r t e r c a n s p e a k E n g l i s h ) 
記#§"—英文—言己## 講英文(Englishisspokeninthejoumalistconference) 
The number of characters involved in one segmentation ambiguity can be 
varied. The most common pattern of word segmentation ambiguity is only three 
characters long. The general pattern and examples of this three-character ambiguity 
are as follows. It is estimated that about 85% of word segmentation ambiguities are ： 
ofthistype[106]. j 
I 
General pattern: C1 C2 C3 - > Cl-C2 | C3 or C1 | C2-C3 ； 
從 今 年 起 — 從 今 年 起 o r 從 今 年 起 




In general, the number of characters involved in a word segmentation 
ambiguity is often small. But in some rare cases, the length of the ambiguity can be 
rather long. The following is an example. 
把他的確實行動作了分析—把他的確實！〒動作了分析 ( r i g h t ) 
把他的確實行動作了分析—把他的確實行動作了分析 ( w r o n g ) 
From all the examples mentioned in this section, we can discover that the 
reason for word segmentation ambiguities is that, at least, one character in a text can 
combine with its preceding and following characters to form two or more different 
words. As mentioned in Section 5.1’ since a considerable number of Chinese words 
are made up ofarelatively small number of characters, a particular character can be 
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combined with other characters to form many different words. Consequently, there 
is a certain probability that a character in a string can be grouped with its neighbor 
characters (before it or after it) to form more than one word. Thus, the word 
segmentation ambiguity is inevitable. 
It obvious that to choose a correct word segmentation alternative, we need 
the information from the context. In most cases, the syntactic information from the 
context can help to select the correct choice or eliminate the incorrect choices. Only 
in some rare cases, the semantic information from the context is required to resolve 
the ambiguities. In the rest of this chapter, a corpus-based induction learning 
approach is proposed, which can construct rules to correct the segmentation errors, 
based on the syntactic information from the contexts. In addition, rules in the form 
！ 
i 
of "stem word + suffix = compound word' will also be constructed by this | 
approach. The details ofthis approach and experimental results will be mentioned in 
the following section. 
5.4. Corpus-based induction learning approach to improving word segmentation 
accuracy 
It is well known that in the natural language processing, many problems such as 
syntactic and semantic parsing are context sensitive. This means the context can 
provide some hints to make a correct decision when there are two or more choices 
to select. Similarly, as mentioned before, in the problem of word segmentation, there 
may be two or more ways to segment a string, and only one is correct. In this 
chapter, a corpus-based induction learning approach is used to construct some rules 
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that can modify incorrect segmented strings into correct ones, based on contexts. 
First, the rationale of the approach will be described. Then, the details of the 
method will be mentioned. 
5.4.1. Rationale of approach 
Suppose there is an w-character string to be segmented, and two segmentation 
alternatives can be obtained because ofan ambiguity. One segmentation alternative 
is correct while another is incorrect. In general, this w-character string can be 
divided into three sub-strings S1, S2 and S3, based on the differences between its 
j 




segmentation of^7 same in correct and incorrect segmentation alternatives 
segmentation ofS2 different in correct and incorrect segmentation alternatives 
segmentation ofS3 same in correct and incorrect segmentation alternatives 
Table 5.1. Three different parts of a string containing segmentation errors. j 
i 
The following is a character string, and its correct and incorrect segmentation 
alternatives due to an ambiguity. The sub-strings S1, S2 and S3 are illustrated. 
String:聯合國對發展中國家提供幫助 
Correct segmentation: 聯 合 國 對 發 展 中 阈 家 提 供 幫 助 




In our method, the sub-string S2 is referred to as the modification part in the 
incorrect segmentation alternative. Because the segmentation of this sub-string 
requires to be modified to make it correct. The sub-strings S1 and S3 are referred to 
as context parts in the incorrect segmentation alternative. The context parts provide 
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information, based on which the modification is triggered to modify the modification 
part. Since, as mentioned before, in most cases, the syntactic information from the 
contexts can help to determine the correct choices in most ambiguities, only the 
syntactic tags found in the context part and modification part will be manipulated in 
our approach. In this approach, we calculate how likely a particular modification 
can get an increase in the accuracy, based on the contexts. In general, a 
modification is triggered by a modification rule as follows. 
正 a particular syntactic tag p at a particular position in the context o f 5 is found 
THEN S is changed to S' 
\ 
The notation S is a syntactic sequence being changed to another syntactic sequence 
S’, Now, we use the symbol a to represent a modification S ~^ S\ Following the 
general model of the corpus-based induction learning approach, we calculate the 
following two statistics. 
Correction score 二 z-score ofthe frequency of a syntactic tag P triggering 
the modification a to correct word segmentation errors. i 
i 
Error score = z-score ofthe frequency of a syntactic tag P triggering 
the modification a to produce word segmentation errors. 
Obviously, a modification a is beneficial only when its correction score is 
larger than its error score. The correction score and error score are equivalent to 
Z(a,P)+ and Z(a,P)" respectively in the general model of corpus-based induction 
learning approach mentioned in Chapter 3. Also, the difference between correction 
score and error score is equivalent to the correlation score. If the difference is large, 
the modification a is highly correlated with a syntactic tag P. This means when a 
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syntactic tag p is found in the context, the modification a is very likely to be able to 
correct errors. 
The correction score is calculated from a segmented corpus (i.e. positive 
corpus) containing errors possibly to be corrected by particular modifications. This 
corpus will be the one segmented by a particular segmentation method, which may 
cause some errors in the corpus. The error score is calculated from a standard 
segmented corpus (i.e. negative corpus) which is error free. Any modifications in 
this standard segmented corpus can cause errors. In the following paragraphs, the 
i 
steps involved in construction ofthese modification rules will be described. 
I 
5.4.2. Method ofconstructing modification rules 丨 
I 
In this approach, a training corpus is given to be segmented. The incorrect 1 
segmented strings produced by a particular word segmentation algorithm are first 
identified by comparison with the standard segmentation results. Then, a statistical 
analysis is performed to fmd the correlations between the contexts and the i 
modifications from incorrect segmented strings to correct ones. According to the 
correlations, the modification rules are constructed. There are five steps in this 
method. 
Step 1: Preparation ofa standard segmented corpus 
In this step, a training corpus is prepared and all the words should be segmented 
correctly. The corpus may be segmented manually to ensure the accuracy of 
segmentation. But a more practical way is to use an automatic segmentation 
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program to segment the corpus first, and then check and correct the segmentation 
results manually. This can be faster than the complete manual procedure. In fact, 
the aim of this step is to construct a standard segmented corpus, which will be 
compared in the following step. 
Step 2: Comparison with standard segmented corpus 
In this step, a particular automatic word segmentation procedure is used to identify 
the words in the same training corpus mentioned in the previous step. Then，this 
word segmentation result is compared with the standard result prepared in the 
i 
previous step. The incorrect segmented strings are identified. For each incorrect 
segmented string, a record called modification instance record is created and used 
to keep some information about such an incorrect segmented string. A modification \ 
j 
instance record contains the following fields. | 
l^ield 1 Sequence ofsyntactic tags in the incorrect sementeIstring 
Field 2 Sequence ofsyntactic ta^s in the correct semented string 
j j e ld 3 Sequence ofn syntactic ta^s appearing hefore the string 
Field 4 Sequence ofn syntactic tags appearing after the string 
Table 5.2. The contents ofa modification instance record. 
Note that the context (in terms of a number of syntactic tags of words 
appearing before and after the string) is recorded in Fields 3 and 4. A term context 
length is defined to be the total number of syntactic tags recorded in these two 




After the comparison of the segmentation results of all the strings in the 
training corpus, a number ofmodification instance records are obtained. They will 
be processed in the following steps. 
Step 3: Calculation ofstatistical correlation with context 
According to the syntactic tag sequence (represented as S) in the incorrect 
segmented string and the syntactic tag sequence (represented as S,) in the correct 
segmented string, the modification instance records are divided into a number of 
groups called modification instance clusters. In a certain modification instance 




There are two criteria used to identify the syntactic tags that are correlated 
I 
with the modification S ^ S'. First, the occurrence frequency of a particular | 
！ 
syntactic tag in the context of the modification S ^ S, should be larger than a 
particular threshold. Otherwise, there is no statistical significance in the correlation 
between the modification and the syntactic tag. Second, the syntactic tag should be 
correlated in a particular relative position from the modification. This criterion is 
important because it can filter out the stopwords such as "的“(de5) and "ftfe" (he), 
which occur very frequently, and are supposed to be evenly distributed in the texts. 
This second criterion can be implemented by the following procedure, which is 
similar to the procedure ofthe template construction mentioned in Section 4.4. 
The occurrence frequencies of syntactic tags in different relative positions 
from S are counted. For each modification instance cluster, a histogram for each 
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syntactic tag is constructed as those in Figure 5.3. Assume there are t syntactic tags 
represented as 77, T2,…Tt. The notation (5, Ti) refers to a histogram of statistical 
correlation between S and Ti. 
-2 -1 +3 +4 +5 
T T " | +1 +6 
-6 -5 -3 +2 
{sji) L _ l _ J _ J _ _ L J 
+2 +3 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ • _ _ _ " ‘ 
{SJ2) I -6 I -5 I -4 I -3 I -2 I -1 I +1 +4 | +5 +6 
1 
. • 1' 
1 • 
. 1 • I 
. I 
(X Ti) . 1 
！ 
Figure 5.3. Examples ofhistograms illustrating the frequencies of different syntactic 




In these histograms, the number in each bar represents the distance between 
S and 77, and the height of a bar indicates the occurrence frequency of Ti. For 
example, the height ofthe bar labeled with +3 indicates the occurrence frequencies 
of Ti, where Ti is the third syntactic tag on the right of S. If S = "noun adj noun" and 
77 = "verb", the following occurrences of Ti will be counted and accumulated in the 
bars labeled with-1 and +2 respectively in the histogram (X Ti). 
..,.noun verb noun adj noun noun verb .... 
For each Ti, the variance of the frequencies in different relative positions 
from S is calculated. A large variance implies there is a correlation between S and Ti 
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at certain positions, and there are peaks in the histogram (e.g. {SJ2) in Figure 5.3) 
A small variance means there is a similar chance for Ti appearing at every relative 
position from S and, thus, there is no correlation between S and Ti, and the 
histogram should be "flat" (e.g. (S,TI) in Figure. 5.3). 
Ifthere is a large variance between a certain Ti and S, positions at which the 
occurrence frequencies of Ti are high will be identified. In other words, the peaks in 
the histogram {SJi) will be selected. Ifthe occurrence frequency of Ti at a certain 
relative position is larger than a certain threshold, Ti at such a position will be 
correlated with S. The following rule can summarize how the correlation between S | 
I i 
I 
and Ti is determined. ！ i' 
i 
i 
IF (sum of frequencies of Ti at all relative positions from S > threshold_l) THEN | 
IF (variance of frequencies of Ti at all relative positions from S > threshold_2) THEN ！ 
FOR each relative position from S 
IF (frequency oiTi > threshold_3) THEN 
Ti at such a relative position correlates with S 
Figure 5.4. The rule used to determine the correlation between a syntactic tag and | 
the syntactic sequence of an incorrect segmented string. | 
Step 4: Construction of candidate modification rules 
After the previous step, for each modification instance cluster, a number of 
syntactic tags which correlate with S are obtained. These syntactic tags and their 
positions may be represented by a number of tag-position tuples in the form of 
(tagy^position). In this step, based on these tag-position tuples, a number of 
candidate modification rules will be constructed for a certain S. 
IF a certain {tag/position) is found in the context of S THEN 
S is changed to S' 
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Step 5: Selection ofcandidate modification rules 
In the previous step, a number ofcandidate modification rules for each modification 
instance cluster are generated. In this step, a selection process is performed. Only 
the rules which can actually increase the word segmentation performance will be 
retained. 
A candidate modification rule will be selected finally when its correction score 
is larger than its error score. The correction score will be calculated, based on the 
corpus segmented by the word segmentation method used in Step 2 while the error 
i 
score will be calculated, based on the same corpus segmented correctly in the Step 
1. After the above five steps, a number of modification rules are constructed for a 
particular automatic word segmentation method. Note that for each word 
I 
segmentation method, there should be a specific set of modification rules. It is ； 
1 
because each word segmentation method can produce some method-specific errors. i 
An experiment has been performed to evaluate this corpus-based induction learning 
I 
approach to construction of rules correcting errors in the Chinese word 1 
segmentation. The details of the experiment and its results are presented in the 
following paragraphs. 
5.5. Experiment and results 
To evaluate this corpus-based induction learning approach to improving the 
accuracy of Chinese word segmentation, an experiment was performed. A training 
corpus was made up of Chinese news articles stored in a corpus [43]. The size of 
the training corpus was approximately 8M bytes. As mentioned before, the standard 
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segmentation results of all the strings in the training corpus were prepared first. 
Then, an automatic word segmentation procedure was used to segment the training 
corpus. In this experiment, maximum matching algorithm (see Figure 5.2) was 
tested. 
In the experiment, the context length was ten. In the rule mentioned in Figure 
5.4, there are three thresholds. The threshold ! was 50. The value of threshold_2 
was 1,000. The value of threshold_3 was different for each {SJi). It was set to a 
value equal to the mean in a certain histogram. Note that in the experiment, the 
i 
same syntactic tag for words of different lengths were treated as different tags. For | 
I 
example, the syntactic tag noun is separated into nounl, noun2 and noun3 for one-
character word, two-character word and three-character word respectively. Because, ！ 
i I 
as mentioned by Wang [105], word length is an important factor in word j 
segmentation. 
The tagging program utilized in this experiment was one ofthe Chinese text , 
processing services provided by ACCESS project, which is developed in Information 
Engineering Department of the Chinese University of Hong Kong. The details of 
ACCESS can be obtained from access@peflinuxLie.cuhk.edu.hk. The syntactic 
tags used are shown in Appendix G. 
After all the steps mentioned in Section 5.4.2 were performed, a number of 
modification ndes were obtained. These rules were evaluated using a testing corpus 
that was entirely different from the training corpus. The testing corpus was made up 
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ofnews articles published in 1993. Its size was 2M bytes. First, the testing corpus 
was segmented by the same word segmentation algorithm (i.e. maximum matching) 
used for the training corpus. Then, the modification rules were applied to modify 
the segmentation results ofthe testing corpus. The segmentation accuracy after the 
application of these rules is presented in Table 5.3. 
number of errors number of new errors 
corrected by rules caused by rules 
1553 528 ~ 
Table 5.3. Segmentation accuracy after the modification rules have been applied. 
According to the above result, the number of segmentation errors corrected 
i 
by the modification rules are much more than that of new segmentation errors 
caused by the rules. Thus, the segmentation accuracy can be increased by the 
modification rules. Thus, this corpus-based induction learning approach to 
( 
improving the accuracy ofChinese word segmentation is a practical means assisting 1 
I 
! 
in Chinese word segmentation. 丨 
5.6. Characteristics ofmodification rules constructed in experiment 
There are some characteristics about modification rules constructed in the 
experiment. They will be discussed in this section. First, the modifications are often 
simple. The number of characters involved in a modification is often two to three, 
and the number of syntactic tags that are modified is often two. The following are 
some examples. Note the number following a syntactic tag indicates the length of 
the word assigned with this tag. For example, NN2 is a common noun of a two-
character word while A1 is an adjective of a one-character word. 
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NN2 NN1 - � A 1 NN2 
. . . 兩 大 直 専 演 習 . . . — . . . 兩 大 軍 事 演 習 . . . 
. . . 部 門 高 層 次 的 . . . — . • . 部 門 高 層 次 的 • • • 
NN2 NN1 - > PA1 NN2 
•. •提高全民族的 . .•—. . .提高令民族的 .• . 
.•.有關本地區一些..• "> . • •有關本地區一些•. • 
VI2 NN1 - - � V L 1 NN2 
. .•以發展爲牛顥的•. • — •. •以發展爲牛題的 . . . 
In fact, as mentioned before, 85% of the word segmentation ambiguities are the 





Second, the syntactic tags involved in the modifications are mainly nouns, | 
I 
！ 
verbs and adjectives. It is because these three types of syntactic tags are used 1 
frequently in Chinese, and the syntactic tag ambiguity between noun and verb, and 
that between noun and adjective are common. For example,"工作 ” (work) can be 
a noun or a verb, and ”快樂“（happy) can be a noun or an adjective. 
Third, for some modification rules, the distance between a modification part 
and a context part can vary. For example, the modification NN1 VT1 — VT2 is 
statistically associated with the tag NN in the following positions: +1 and +2. The 
following are some instances of this modification. 
•. .擋住車輛的行験 . . .— . . .擋住車輛的行験• • • 
(NN1 = S , VT1 二 住 and NN =車車兩 at position +1) 
. . .列爲重要項目• • •—...列爲重要項目•. • 
P<fNl =列，VT1 =爲 and NN =項目 at position +2) 
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This feature reflects that some words may be placed between the modification part 
and the context part, and the correlation between these two parts is not affected. 
5.7. Experiment constructing rules for compound words with suffixes 
As mentioned in Section 5.3.2., some words such as “數學家“(mathematician) and 
""^Ri4" (feasibility) are difficult to be recorded exhaustively in a dictionary. They 
should be represented by some rules in the form of "stem word + suffix 二 
compound word\ The stem word can be still represented by the syntactic tags such 
i 
as noun or adjective but the suffix (e.g."性"and “化“）should be represented by the , 
i 
word directly. In the previous experiment, only the syntactic tags of texts are 
recorded in each modification instance record. Thus, the rules for the compound 
words are difficult to be constructed in the previous experiment. 
We attempted to construct the rules for compound words formed by suffixes 
in another experiment, in which the one-character words (instead of their 
corresponding syntactic tags) are recorded directly in Field 1 o f the modification 
instance record. Other details of the experiment procedure were exactly the same 
with the one mentioned in Section 5.5. A number of construction rules for 
compound words with suffixes were identified in the experiment. Some ofthem are 
listed below. The segmentation accuracy after the application of these rules is 
presented in Table 5.4. 
NN2 + "<t"=NN3 
丽 2 + "學 " =丽 3 
A2 + , * " = N N 3 
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number of errors number of new errOrs 
corrected by rules caused by rules 
188 21 ~ 
Table 5.4. Segmentation accuracy after the compound word modification rules have 
been applied. 
Two special features are unique to the modification rules for compound 
words. First, the modification are independent of context. This means the 
modification is not triggered by the presence of certain syntactic tags in the contexts. 
When a sequence of incorrect syntactic tags is matched, it can be modified into the 
corresponding correct syntactic tag sequence. Second, the modification rules for 
compound words rarely causes errors. This feature can reflect that the suffixes (e.g. 
"1、生"and “化“）are seldom used as individual words in the texts. 
5.8. Relationship between modification frequency and Zipfs first law 
In general, for a particular modification rule, it often modifies a particular few 
modification instances frequently and other modification instances infrequently. In 
Figure 5.5, there are some modification instances that are modified by the rule: NN« 
+ "長 " = N N w + 1 in the training corpus. Note that the first three modification 
instances are with relatively high modification frequencies. 
In fact, this feature is consistent with the Zipfs first law. As mentioned in Section 
2.3，ifwords in a corpus are ranked according to their occurrence frequencies (the most 
high-frequency word has rank one, the second most high-frequency word has rank two 
and so on), the following relation is found. 
Rank ofword x occurrence frequency = constant 
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Following the frequency pattern predicted by this law, for a number ofmodification 
instances that are modified by a particular modification rule, the ones of first few 
ranks are with relatively high modification frequencies. The others are with 
relatively low modification frequencies. 
92 times:外交部長—外交部長 
42 times: t± 長•> t±A 















Figure 5.5. Some examples of modification instances and their modification 
frequencies. 
5.9. Problems in the approach 
There are some problems encountered in this approach. Like other word 
segmentation methods, this approach cannot handle the proper nouns and technical 
jargons, which are not covered in a general dictionary. Since there is no fixed 
pattern grouping a number ofcharacters forming this type of words, it is difficult to 
construct modification rules to modify the incorrect segmented proper noun or 
jargon. 
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Another problem in this approach is common in all statistical methods. It is the 
sparse data problem. Some syntactic tag sequences of the incorrect segmented 
strings may be relatively rare in the training corpus and, thus, the candidate 
modification rules constructed for them may be improper. Tagging process caused 
another problem in this approach. When there are two or more tags possible to be 
selected for a particular word, the context is often examined to select the correct 
tag. But the words in the context may be segmented incorrectly and affect the 
tagging accuracy. 
The sparse data problem and the tagging problem mentioned above may 
result in the construction ofinvalid candidate modification rules. But most ofthem 
can be discarded in Step 5 in Section 5.4.2. In fact, it is the main purpose ofthis 
step. 
5.10. Conclusion 
Word segmentation is an important step in Chinese natural language processing. It is 
an initial step in many kinds of Chinese text processing. There are different 
approaches to solving this problem. However, there is no algorithm which can 
always produce a correct result of word segmentation. There are a number of 
problems in word segmentation. First, the definition of Chinese word is not clear, 
and with inconsistencies, which are difficult to be handled in word segmentation 
algorithms. Second, it is difficult to store the proper nouns and compound words 
completely in a dictionary. Because the number of these two types of words are 
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very huge in general. Third, the word segmentation ambiguity is a significant reason 
for word segmentation errors. An ambiguity is caused by a character which can 
combine with its preceding or following characters to form two or more different 
words. 
In this chapter, the problem of correcting the errors caused by segmentation 
ambiguity, and the problem of constructing rules to represent the compound words 
. i 
have been attempted to be solved by the corpus-based induction learning approach. 
In this approach, based on the correlations between the contexts and incorrect 
segmented strings, a number of modification rules are constructed. These rules are 
used to modify incorrect segmented strings into correct ones. According to the 
experimental results, a number of modification rules can be constructed. These 
rules can correct the segmentation errors of a particular word segmentation 
algorithm, based on the contexts. In addition, the modification rules for compound 
words are also identified. Unlike other general modification rules, these rules are 
context independent, and the chance for these rules to cause errors is very low. 
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Chapter 6 
Corpus-based Induction Learning Approach 
to Automatic Indexing of Controlled Index Terms 
In the previous two chapters, we talked about two applications processing Chinese 
texts. In this chapter, an application manipulating English texts is described. The 
corpus-based induction learning approach to automatic indexing of controlled index 
terms will be introduced [58]. This chapter can be divided into two parts. In the 
first part, the background about automatic indexing will be presented. Then, in the 
second part, the corpus-based induction learning approach to automatic indexing 
will be described. The details about the implementation and the experiments will be 
presented. The experimental results will be analyzed and discussed. Finally, it will 
be concluded that this approach can practically improve the performance of 
traditional corpus-based automatic indexing. 
6.1. Background ofautomatic indexing 
In this section, the background of automatic indexing will be mentioned. First, the 
definition of index terms and indexing will be presented. Then, a comparison 
between the manual and automatic indexing will be made, and different approaches 
to automatic indexing will be described. 
6 1.1. Definition of index term and indexing 
Index terms are a group of items used to describe some important features of 
documents such as author and subject content. Indexing is a process to assign 
suitable index terms to a document in order to describe the information carried by it. 
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The relationship between indexing and searching is very close. The main aim of 
indexing to is to facilitate searching. If in the searching process, there is no index 
term to represent the document content, one needs to examine the content of each 
document. If the index term assignment is not correct, and index terms cannot 
reflect the document content, index terms will not facilitate searching. 
Cleveland [20] listed different types of indexes. They are author indexes， 
subject indexes, classified indexes, coordinate indexes, permuted title indexes, 
faceted indexes, chain indexes, string indexes and citation indexes. Subject index 
terms which reflect subject contents of documents were studied in many past 
researches. The automatic assignment of subject index terms will be studied in this 
chapter. 
Rowley [78] divided the indexing procedure into controlled indexing and free 
text indexing based on the degree ofcontrol for using index terms. In the controlled 
indexing, only a set of predefined index terms can be used while in the free text 
indexing, any term of natural language can be used freely. In this chapter, the 
problem ofcontrolled indexing will be attempted to be solved. 
Indexing is a process requiring experience and knowledge. Cleveland [20] 
said that good indexing was not a causal clerical job, but the result ofaprofessional 
activity carried out by people with proper training and experience. There are 
procedures and techniques, worked out over the years, that can be leamed and 
followed. 
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6.1.2. Manual indexing versus automatic indexing 
Do the various methods used by librarians, documentalists and information scientists 
to organize knowledge and information keep pace with the growth of knowledge? 
Vickery [101] arranged the various methods of classification and indexing in an 
order of increasing degree of control. The list of these methods is shown below 
(arranged by increasing degree ofcontrol). 
1. Words chosen from title or text, with common words omitted. 
2. Words chosen from text, with omission of common words and consideration 
of variants. 
3. Words chosen from text, with omission of common words, consideration of 
variants, and generic relationships. 
4. Words chosen from text, with consideration of syntactical relationships 
between indexing terms. 
5. Any ofthe preceding methods, with addition of terms not used in text. 
6. Assignment of index entries from a fixed authority list or classification 
schemes. 
7. Assignment of index entries from authority lists or classification schemes 
representative of several viewpoints and aspects ofsubject. 
Similarly, Steinacker [97] classified an indexing problem into several levels. 
He considered that the intellectual task of indexing has three problem levels as 
follows. 
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1. Selecting significant words or terms (phrases) from the text which are 
equivalent to thesaurus descriptors (consecutive or sequential indexing). 
2. Referring very specific terms in order to reduce the variety of terms 
(hierarchic or generic indexing). 
3. Choosing descriptors which neither occur in the text nor are indicated by 
more specific terms, but which are only implied (symbolic indexing). 
Referring to above problem levels, human indexing solves the problem of 
indexing on these three levels simultaneously without always clearly distinguishing 
between them. However, the difficulties encountered under operational aspects are 
(1) the natural inconsistency of human work which leads to some arbitrariness in 
assigning descriptors to documents, (2) the high cost and long time required for 
indexing, and (3) the difficulty in finding qualified staff, for this kind of routine work. 
Automatic indexing is defined to be a process in which index terms will be 
assigned to documents automatically with the aid of computers. The reason for 
using computers is that documents can be processed with higher speed, higher 
consistency and lower cost. Also, the automatic indexing can settle down the 
problem ofindex term assignment inconsistency. However, the main problem to be 
solved in automatic indexing lies in creating algorithms capable of identifying those 
elements ofthe text that can be regarded as representatives ofits contents. In most 
cases, indexing is a relatively easy decision for a human expert to make. The 
question being raised is whether a computer can be programmed to determine the 
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subject content of a document and index terms which should be assigned to this 
document. 
6.1.3. Different approaches to automatic indexing 
There are mainly three different approaches to automatic indexing of text 
documents. They are semantic, syntactic and statistical approaches. The following 
are some examples of these three approaches. 
In the semantic approach, the semantic meanings carried by words, phrases 
and sentences are identified. Then, the index terms reflecting these semantic 
meanings will be assigned. A knowledge base and a thesaurus are often required in 
this approach. Ginsberg [30] focused on the unified use of the thesaurus to index 
information automatically. Schuegraf [87] matched content-bearing words to 
vocabularies characteristic of given subject areas and used an enriched thesaurus to 
assign final index terms. Evans [25] used a first-order thesaurus of certified domain-
specific terminology to identify candidate terms for selection of index terms. 
Wagner [104] used a transition network parser to recognize main concepts and 
created symbolic representations of documents. Vleduts-Stokolov [102，103] 
developed a formalized language which was used to match the text of a document 
and assign index terms based on the matching results. Humphrey [41] used a frame-
based knowledge representation language to assist in indexing documents. Maeda 
[66] and Trubkin [100] used a dictionary containing some lexical knowledge and 
concepts to support the indexing process. Bonwit [8] developed a negative 
dictionary used in automatic indexing. 
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In the syntactic approach, the content-bearing words (especially nouns and 
verbs) are located by the syntactic analysis and then they are used as index terms or 
as clues for choosing suitable index terms. Salton [82] constructed back-of-book 
indexes using syntactic analysis followed by the identification of nominal 
constructions, the assignment of importance weights, and the choice of indexing 
units. Faraj [27] used the syntactic text analysis to generate composite terms for 
indexing. Aoki [1] used the layout structure to extract index terms from the text. 
Kang [47] considered nouns and compound nouns as prime candidates for index 
term extraction. Dillon [24] developed syntactical rules which were used to analyze 
the syntactical structure ofthe document text to extract suitable words and phrases 
as index terms. Janas [42] used the knowledge oflinguistic regularities to recognize 
important phrases from the text. Sager [79] proposed a sublanguage grammar to 
extract information contained in the text for indexing. Hindle [39] and Church [19] 
developed a classification method based on predicate-argument structures. 
In order to illustrate the concepts used in the semantic and syntactic 
approaches, an example for each approach will be explained concisely in Appendix H 
and I respectively. 
In the statistical approach, the index term assignment is mainly based on the 
frequencies ofwords found in documents, and statistical calculations with the word 
frequencies. Cohen [21] used n-gram analysis to select index terms from the text for 
abstracting purpose. Chang [15] used a corpus-based statistical algorithm to 
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generate back-of-book indexes. Jones [46] gathered statistical information about 
repeated phrases in a document for conceptual phrase indexing. Fagan [26] used a 
statistical method to identify significant phrases in the text for indexing. Biebricher 
[4] used statistical methods to develop word-descriptor relations and phrase-
descriptor relations to assign index terms. Jones [45] considered both the frequency 
of a term in a particular document and that of a term in the complete document 
collection to determine whether the term is a good index term. Salton [80] studied 
on the discrimination values ofwords for the index term selection. Harter [35, 36] 
developed an automatic index method based on the distribution ofspecialty words. 
6.2. Corpus-based induction learning approach to automatic indexing 
In the previous section, the background of automatic indexing is presented. In fact, 
most ofthe researchers studying automatic indexing, especially those using syntactic 
and statistical approaches, mainly concerned the free text indexing. As mentioned in 
Section 6.1.1, in the free text indexing, it is possible to use any words (or phrases) as 
index terms. These index terms can be directly extracted from the title, abstract and 
full text of a document. One major problem in the free text indexing (performed 
manually or automatically) is that one needs to tackle different words forms, and the 
synonyms and generic relationships among the free text index terms during the stage 
of information retrieval. Vocabulary control in the indexing process can overcome 
this problem. The controlled index terms are the ones which are predefined in 
advance. An indexer can only select and assign these predefined index terms to a 
document. 
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In the past, some researchers performed automatic classification using 
predefined classes. This type of researches can be found in Larson [56], Kar [49], 
Hoyle [40], Borko [10] and Maron [67, 68，69]. They developed algorithms for 
classifying documents into classes based on the terms found in the titles, abstracts, 
and subject headings. Similarly, in this dissertation, the corpus-based induction 
learning approach will be applied to assignment of controlled index terms. However, 
instead ofassigning one class to a document, a number of controlled index terms are 
assigned to a document. 
In the rest of this chapter, some fundamental concepts about the corpus-
based automatic indexing will be described first. Then，how the induction learning is 
used in the corpus-based automatic indexing will be described. Experiments 
evaluating this method and their results will be mentioned. Then, the learning 
feedback modification will be used in this approach. Experimental results ofleaming 
feedback modification will be mentioned. 
6.2.1. Fundamental concept about corpus-based automatic indexing 
Based on the research results of Sparck Jones [93]，Shannon [88’ 89] and Dennis 
[23]，a word that can indicate the content ofa document is the one whose frequency 
is neither too high nor too low. For example, in a collection of documents about 
education, the words such as "school"，"teachers" and "children" will be very 
frequent. The high frequent words cannot show the differences among the 
documents in a particular domain. Using these words for the indexing purpose can 
lead to a retrieval performance ofhigh recall but low precision. On the other hand, 
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although a certain low frequent word may be unique to a document, it cannot 
generally represent the content of the document. Using these words for the indexing 
purpose can lead to a retrieval performance of high precision but low recall. We 
need to identify some content-bearing words whose frequencies are medium in an 
entire document collection. Using these words for the indexing purpose, an optimal 
recall and precision in the information retrieval can be obtained. In Salton [81], 
there is an extensive study of different issues about automatic indexing based on 
occurrence frequencies of terms in the documents. 
Based on the content-bearing words found in a certain document, we need to 
assign controlled index terms to it. It is assumed that there should be relationships 
between controlled index terms and content-bearing words. If certain content-
bearing words are found in a document, some related controlled index terms should 
be assigned to the document. The aim of our approach is to construct a relationship 
between a particular controlled index term and the words relevant or irrelevant to it. 
The details ofthe method is presented in the following paragraphs. 
6.2.2. Procedure ofautnmatic indexing 
There are mainly two processes involved in this method. They are (1) the learning 
process and (2) the indexing process. For a particular index term, the learning 
process is performed once and a learning result, which is a relationship between the 
index term and the words, is constructed and used repeatedly in the indexing 
process. 
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6.2.2.1. Learning process 
Assume there are n controlled index terms Ii, I2,13, .... In and there are m distinct 
words wi, W2, w3, ... Wm possible to be found in the documents that we will 
process. Note that based on the general model mentioned in Section 3.3.3，these n 
controlled index terms are the solutions possible to be selected while these m distinct 
words are the linguistic entities in this application. For a particular index term Ij, the 
following learning process, which consists of four steps, will be performed. 
Step 1: Collection of positive and negative corpora 
For a particular index term Ij, a number of documents that have been indexed by Ij 
are collected. (Of course, these documents were indexed by the human indexer 
before). These collected documents are described as a positive training corpus ofIj. 
Also, a number of documents that have not been indexed by Ij are collected. These 
collected documents are described as a negative training corpus of Ij. The 
relationship between Ij and the words relevant or irrelevant to it will be constructed, 
based on these two corpora in the following steps. 
Step 2: Counting the frequencies of words found in corpora 
Each word in the positive training corpus is counted. Then，the frequency ofaword 
will be converted to the corresponding z-score statistically. Similarly, each word in 
the negative training corpus is counted and the z-score is calculated. After this step’ 
we get two z-score lists representing the statistical distribution of words in both the 
positive training corpus and negative training corpus ofIj respectively. 
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Step 3: Selection ofpromoting words and demoting words 
The promoting word and demoting word are explained as follows. If the occurrence 
of a word promotes the assignment of an index term Ij, this word is described as a 
promoting word of Ij. Conversely, if the occurrence of a word demotes the 
assignment, this word is described as a demoting word of Ij. These conceptual 
meanings of promoting and demoting words can be represented physically by their 
selection criteria as follows. Ifthe z-score ofaword is high in the positive training 
corpus and low in the negative training corpus, it will be selected as a promoting 
word. Conversely, ifthe z-score ofaword is low in the positive training corpus and 
high in the negative training corpus, it will be selected as a demoting word. The 
weight ofa promoting or demoting word is the difference between the z-score in the 
positive training corpus and that in the negative training corpus. Note that the 
weight is equivalent to the correlation score in the general model of corpus-based 
induction learning approach mentioned in Chapter 3. The selections of promoting 
and demoting words are described as follows. 
Promoting w o r d selection 
IF 
(z-score o f a w o r d in positive training corpus o f I j > selection threshold) A N D 
(z-score of a word in negative training corpus of Ij < selection threshold) 
THEN 
the word is selected as a promoting word of Ij ； 
word weight = z-score in positive training corpus -
z-score in negative training corpus 
npmr>tin^ w o r d selection 
IF 
(z-score o f a w o r d in negative training corpus o f I j > selection threshold) A N D 
(z-score o f a w o r d in positive training corpus o f I j < selection threshold) 
THEN 
the word is selected as a demoting word ofI j ; 
word weight == z-score in positive training corpus -
z-score in negative training corpus 
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In the past researches, there were a number of methods to calculate the term 
weights. The best known method is the basic frequency measurement introduced by 
Luhn [65]. He used the term frequency and the collection frequency to determine 
the weight of a term. The term frequency is the occurrence frequency of a term in a 
certain document while the collection frequency is the sum of term frequencies in all 
the documents in the collection. In this step, the weight assigned to a particular 
promoting or demoting word can be considered as the difference between the 
collection frequencies of the word in the positive training corpus and negative 
training corpus. But for the purpose of comparison between two corpora, we need 
to convert the collection frequencies into the corresponding z-scores. 
In fact, the words found in the positive and negative training corpora can be 
divided into following four types, based on the values of their z-scores in these two 
corpora. The promoting words and demoting words belong to two of these four 
types respectively. 
一 Positive Training Corpus Negative Training Corpus 
_Tv^e A High z-score High z-score 
TypeB High z-score Low z-score 
TypeC Low z-score High z-score 
TypeP Low z-score Low z-score 
Table 6.1. Four types ofwords found in positive and negative training corpora. 
The words of type A are the ones that are common in an entire document 
collection. The words of this type can be (1) the general stopwords such as "the" 
and "of' and (2) the domain-dependent function words such as "schooi" and 
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"teachers" in the document collection about education. The words oftype A cannot 
be used to show any difference among documents in the collection. 
The words of type B are the promoting words, which can be used to 
distinguish the documents indexed by a particular index term from the rest of the 
document collection. Because these words are only highly specific in this part ofthe 
document collection. Thus, they can be used to distinguish this part ofthe document 
collection from the rest of it. 
The words of type C are the demoting words, which can be used to 
distinguish the documents that should not be indexed by a particular index term. 
These words are relatively rare in the documents indexed by the index term. 
The words of type D are the ones that are commonly rare in an entire 
document collection. They cannot generally represent the content o fa document in 
a particular domain. 
In fact, the type A words and type D words are the ones whose frequencies 
are too high and too low respectively in the document collection. As mentioned 
before, these words are not suitable to be considered for the indexing purpose. Only 
the type B and type C words can be used to separate the documents that should be 
indexed by a particular index term from those that should not. 
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After this step, we have constructed a relationship between an index term Ij 
and a set of promoting and demoting words. This relationship described as Rj can 
be represented by a weighted vector as follows. Note that the weight of a 
promoting word is always positive while that of a demoting word is always negative. 
Ifaword is neither a promoting word nor a demoting word, the weight ofthe word 
will be zero. 
R j = { w j i , w j 2 , w j 3 , w j 4 , … . … w j m }， 
where wjk = weight ofthe kth word in the relationship Rj, and 
m = number ofdistinct words found in positive and negative example sets 
In the past, researchers using statistical methods for automatic classification 
only concerned the concept of promotion. The concept of demotion was seldom 
mentioned. In other words, they only focused on the relationships between the 
promoting words found in the documents and the predefined classes (or index 
terms). The relationships between the demoting words and the predefined classes 
(or index terms) were ignored. Now, we attempt to utilize both the promoting and 
demoting words to assist in the automatic indexing. 
Step 4: Determination ofa mid-value between two average indexing scores 
An indexing score measuring the probability of assigning an index term Ij to a 
certain document is as follows. 
Indexing Score = 7, (weight o f a w o r d in Ri) x (freauencv of a word in the document) 
number ofwords in the document 
The larger the indexing score, the higher the possibility that an index term Ij should 
be assigned to the document. But we need to determine a threshold value to 
distinguish documents with high indexing scores from those with low indexing 
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scores. The purpose ofthis step is to calculate a threshold value for an index term 
Ij. 
Based on the relationship Rj calculated in the previous step, we calculate the 
average indexing scores in both the positive training corpus and negative training 
corpus respectively. The mid-value (represented as Mj) between these two average 
indexing scores is defined as follows. 
Mj = average indexing score in pos. training corpus + average indexing score in neg. training corpus 
2 
The Mj will be used as a threshold value to determine whether an index term Ij 
should be assigned to a certain document. If the indexing score is larger than Mj, 
the index term Ij will be assigned to the document. Otherwise, it will not. This 
decision can be represented as follows. 
JF . 
J] (weight ofaword in R\) x rfrequencv of a word in the document) > Mj 
number of words in the document 
THEN 
an index term Ij is assigned to the document 
In Section 6.3.3，we will present an experimental result, which shows that the mid-
value between the average indexing scores of the positive training corpus and 
negative training corpus may be considered an optimal threshold value separating the 
relevant and irrelevant documents. 
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6.2.2.2. Indexing process 
M e r the above four steps ofthe learning process, a relationship Rj and a threshold 
value Mj are obtained for an index term Ij. The learning results of all index terms are 
represented conceptually in Figure 6,1. 
Index Term Learning Result 
11 R l = {wi i , wi2 , wi3,…wim}，Ml 
12 R2 = {w2b w22, W23,…W2m}，^2 
13 R 3 = {w31, w32, w 3 3 , … W 3 m }， M 3 
• • 
• • 
In Rn 二 {wnb Wn2，Wn3,... ^nm), ^ n 
Figure 6.1. Learning results of all index terms. 
In the indexing process, the Rj and Mj are used to determine whether an 
index term Ij should be assigned to a certain document. We attempt each index term 
and determine whether it should be assigned to the document. Note that ifaword in 
the document cannot be found in Rj, the weight of this word is assumed to be zero. 
The indexing process can be represented as follows. 
F O R Q = 1 to n) DO /* assume there are n index terms possible to be assigned */ 
IF 
^ (weight o f a word in R\) x (frequencv of a word in the document) > Mj 
number of words in the document 
THEN 
an index term Ij is assigned to the document 
6.3. Experiments ofcorpns-based induction learning approach to automatic indexing 
There were a number of experiments testing the corpus-based induction learning 
approach to automatic indexing. First, an experiment was performed testing the 
complete procedures. Another experiment was performed to evaluate the indexing 
performance when the demoting words were not involved in the training process. 
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Then, the effect of changing the indexing score threshold was tested in another 
experiment. Finally, the precision and recall of index assignment in each individual 
testing document were calculated. 
6.3.1. An experiment evaluating the complete procedures 
An experiment was performed to evaluate the complete procedures of the corpus-
based induction learning approach to automatic indexing. First, the data used in the 
experiment will be described. Then, the details of the experiment and its results will 
be presented. 
6.3.1.1. Testing data used in the experiment 
The index terms and the text data used in the experiment were selected from two 
databases mSPEC and MEDLESfE, which were stored in the form of CD-ROM. 
Each record in these two databases contained a number of fields about a published 
paper of science and engineering (in ESfSPEC) and medicine (in MEDUNE). A 
sample record of each of these two databases are shown in Appendix J. The 
mSPEC data were extracted from the CD-ROM of 1994 and the MEDUNE data 
were from the CD-ROM of April 1994 - April 1995. 
6 31.2. Details nfthe experiment 
We performed the same experiment two times for two sets of database records 
(mSPEC and MEDUNE) respectively. The details of the experiment are as 
follows. In each database, we selected 500 index terms to be tested in the 
experiment. The selected index terms are commonly used ones. For each ofthe 500 
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index terms involved in the experiment, we randomly selected 400 records that were 
indexed by the index term in the database. These records were used as the positive 
training corpus of the index term. (In this experiment, only the abstract and title 
fields in a record were used as text data. Other fields were ignored in the 
experiment.) In addition, we randomly selected 100 records indexed by an index 
term to form the positive evaluation corpus that was not involved in the learning 
process. Based on the learning result of an index term, we attempted to re-index the 
records in the positive evaluation corpus and measured the proportion (i.e. number 
ofindexed documents / total number ofdocuments) of this set that could be indexed 
by the index term. The best indexing performance of the positive evaluation corpus 
should be 100% (i.e. all records are indexed). 
In the experiment, there was a common negative training corpus used for all 
the 500 different index terms involved in the experiment. To form this negative 
training corpus, we randomly selected 400 records which were not indexed by any 
one ofthe 500 index terms tested in the experiment. Similarly, a common negative 
evaluation corpus made up of other 100 records was formed, and this corpus was 
not involved in the learning process. Based on the learning result ofan index term, 
we attempted to re-index the records in the negative evaluation corpus and measured 
the proportion of this corpus that could be indexed by the index term. The best 
indexing performance ofthe negative evaluation corpus should be 0% (i.e. no record 
is indexed). 
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In the experiment, the value of selection threshold used to select the 
promoting and demoting words for each index term was 1.0 (see Step 3 of Section 
6.2.2.1.). 
6.3.1.3. Experimental result 
For each ofthe 500 index terms tested in the experiment, we measured the indexed 
proportions of its positive evaluation corpus and negative evaluation corpus. For 
the purpose of comparison between the evaluation corpus and training corpus, we 
also re-indexed the positive training corpus and negative training corpus to measure 
the indexed proportions ofthem. The average indexing performance in two sets of 
database records are shown in Table 6.2. 
positive negative positive negative 
training corpus training corpus evaluation corpus evaluation corpus 
• P E C 90.21% 6.08% 88.36% 8.18% 
M E D U N E 89.70o/o 4.88o/o 87.72% 6.01o/o 
Table 6.2. Average indexing performance in WSVEC and MEDUNE data. 
From the results, it is found that this method can assign controlled index 
terms with a high accuracy. A lot ofrecords in the positive evaluation corpus could 
be indexed correctly while only a small proportion of the negative evaluation corpus 
was indexed incorrectly. In Appendix K, there are some examples of promoting 
words and demoting words of an ESlSPEC index term. 
The following are some results ofpast researches on automatic assignment of 
predefined classes. Larson [56] used partial match retrieval techniques to select 
Library of Congress Classification numbers for documents. The method with the 
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best accuracy was able to select the correct classes for 86% of the new records. Kar 
[49] used a distance measure called the Bayesian distance for automatic sequential 
document classification. His experimental results showed a classification accuracy 
of over 80%. Maron [68] used a method based on the occurrence of selected clue 
words and showed that his method could classify about 50% of documents correctly. 
Borko [10] used a factor analysis technique in automatic classification and his 
experimental results were almost identical to the results obtained by Maron using the 
same experimental data. 
However, it is difficult to compare the results of these researches. It is 
because the number ofindex terms (or classes) possibly to be assigned might not be 
the same in each research. This factor can affect the performance of automatic 
indexing (or classification) significantly. When the number of index terms (or 
classes) possibly to be chosen is increased, the degree of difficulty of assigning a 
correct index term (or class) is also increased. 
6.3.2. An experiment comparing with the traditional approach 
In order to compare the traditional corpus-based approach (in which only promoting 
words are involved) with the corpus-based induction learning approach, the 
experiment mentioned in Section 6.3.1 was performed again. But in this experiment, 
only the positive training corpus was used in the learning process. The criterion 
used to select promoting word became as follows. 
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Promoting word selection 
JF 
(z-score ofaword in positive training corpus ofIj > selection threshold) 
THEN 
the word is selected as a promoting word ofIj; 
word weight = z-score in positive training corpus 
The value ofMj for an index term Ij was the same as the one used in the experiments 
mentioned in Section 6.3.1. The records in both the positive evaluation corpus and 
negative evaluation corpus were indexed according to the learning result ofan index 
term Ij. The average indexing performance in two sets of database records are 
shown in Table 6.3. 
“ positive and negative training only positive training corpus 
corpora are used in learning is used in learning process 
process 
positive ~ n e g a t i v e “ positive negative 
evaluation evaluation evaluation evaluation 
corpus corpus corpus corpus 
TNSPRC 88.36% 8.18% 90.76% 14.32% 
l ^ D U N E | 87.72% 6.01% 90.33% 15.43o/o 
Table 6.3. Average indexing performance in ES[SPEC and MEDLmE data. 
From the results in Table 6.3，it is found that the indexing performances ofpositive 
evaluation corpora were improved slightly but those of negative evaluation corpora 
were declined seriously. It is because some promoting words found in the positive 
training corpus are also common in the negative evaluation corpus. Thus, from the 
above results, it is clear that the effect ofdemotion can reduce the weights ofwords 
that are common in both positive and negative training corpora. 
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6.3.3. An experiment determining the optimal indexing score threshold 
As mentioned before, we use the criterion mentioned in Section 6.2.2.2 to determine 
whether a certain index term should be assigned to a document. The Mj is a mid-
value in between the average indexing score of the positive training corpus and that 
of the negative training corpus. Another experiment has been performed and the 
result has shown that Mj is an optimal threshold value separating relevant and 
irrelevant documents. Theoretically and ideally, the optimal threshold value should 
be a point at which we can completely separate all of the relevant documents from 
irrelevant ones. However, practically, we can only look for an optimal threshold that 
can separate most ofthe relevant documents from irrelevant ones. 
The experiment was, in fact, similar to that mentioned in Section 6.3.1. But 
in this experiment, we attempted more threshold values, instead ofMj only. These 
threshold values were selected from a range in between the average indexing score 
ofthe positive training corpus and that of the negative training corpus. We observed 
the change ofthe indexing performance with the threshold value. 
For each index term, from the average indexing score of the negative training 
corpus to that of the positive training corpus, we selected 11 values, which were 
distributed evenly between these two average indexing scores. For example, ifthe 
average indexing score ofthe positive training corpus is 11 and that ofthe negative 
training corpus is 1, the values 1，2’ 3，4，5, 6, 7, 8’ 9，10 and 11 will be attempted to 
be a threshold value. 
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Using each of these 11 relative positions between the average indexing 
scores of the positive training corpus and negative training corpus as a threshold 
value, we measured the average indexing performance of all the 500 index terms in 
each set of database records. The change of indexing performance with different 
threshold values are shown in Figure 6.2 (for mSPEC data) and Figure 6.3 (for 
MEDUNE data). Note that the relative positions 1 and 11 on the x-axis represent 
the average indexing score of the negative training corpus and that of the positive 
training corpus respectively. The position 6 represents the mid-value of these two 
average indexing scores. 
In Figures 6.2 and 6.3，it is found that the optimal threshold value is very 
close to the mid-value between the average indexing scores of the positive training 
corpus and negative training corpus. At the mid-value (Mj), many relevant 
documents can be indexed correctly, but only a few irrelevant documents are 
indexed incorrectly. Thus, Mj is an optimal threshold value. If the threshold value is 
too large, fewer relevant documents can be indexed correctly. On the other hand, if 
the threshold value is too small, more irrelevant documents will be indexed 
incorrectly. It is also found that the indexing performance changing pattern ofthe 
positive training corpus is similar to that of the positive evaluation corpus, and the 
pattern of the negative training corpus is also similar to that of the negative 
evaluation corpus. Thus, although the determination of Mj value is based on the 
positive training corpus and the negative training corpus, it can be considered as an 
optimal threshold value separating the documents in the positive evaluation corpus 
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Figure 6.2. The change of average indexed proportions of training corpora and 
evaluation corpora with different threshold values ofindexing score in C^SPEC data. 
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Figure 6.3. The change of average indexed proportions of training corpora and 
evaluation corpora with different threshold values of indexing score in MEDUNE 
data. 
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6.3.4. An experiment measuring the precision and recall ofindexing performance 
In the previous experiments, we measured the performance of assigning an index 
term to a number ofrecords. In this section, we measured the precision and recall of 
assigning a number ofindex terms to a record. In KS[SPEC, the complete index term 
list contains about 3000 index terms. In the previous experiment (mentioned in 
Section 6.3.1)，we already performed the learning process for 500 index terms (i.e. 
1/6 ofthe complete list). In fact, the reason of selecting these particular 500 index 
terms to be tested in the previous experiment was that they were frequently assigned 
to records in the E^SPEC database. Thus, it is practical to use the learning results 
obtained from the ESfSPEC data in the previous experiment to perform this 
experiment measuring the performance of assigning a number of index terms to a 
record. However, in MEDLESE, the complete index term list contains more than 
200,000 index terms and, thus, it is not practical to use the leaming results obtained 
from the previous experiment to perform this experiment. Therefore, only the 
ES[SPEC data were tested in this experiment. 
For each ofthe 500 ESFSPEC index terms tested in the previous experiment, 
there were 100 records in the positive evaluation corpus. In other words, there were 
a total of 500,000 records that were used for the evaluation process. In this 
experiment, for each ofthese 500,000 records, we assigned a number ofindex terms 
to it. Then，to measure the indexing performance we compared the index terms 
assigned by the our automatic indexing method with those assigned by the JNSmC 
indexers (i.e. the original index terms found in the record). The indexing 
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performance ofeach record was measured in terms of precision and recall defined as 
follows. 
Precision = no. of correct index terms assigned to a record 
no. of index terms assigned to a record 
Recall = no. of correct index terms assigned to a record 
total no. ofcorrect index terms possible to be assigned 
Note that the total numher of correct index terms possible to be assigned to a 
record was fewer than the number ofindex terms originally assigned by the D^SPEC 
indexers. Because in our experiment only 1/6 of the complete index term list was 
covered. Ifthe total mimher ofcorrect index terms possible to be assigned is n, we 
assigned ln index terms with the highest indexing scores to a record and measured 
the precision and recall. The average ofprecision and recall of 500,000 records are 
38.22% and 61.34% respectively. 
In the INSPEC records tested in this experiment, the average oitotal number 
ofcorrect index terms possible to he assigned to a record is 4.27. According to the 
result mentioned in Table 6.2, the probability of assigning 4.27 index terms correctly 
to a certain DslSPEC record is 0.88364.27 = 0.5895，which was very close to the 
average recall 0.6134. Thus, these two performance measurement results were 
consistent. 
6.4. Learning feedback modification 
From the result of the experiment mentioned in Table 6.2，it is found that it is not 
possible to get the positive training corpus 100% indexed and the negative training 
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c o r p u s 0 % indexed although the learning results (Rj and M j ) are calculated f rom 
these t w o training corpora. There is still r o o m for improvement. I f w e can improve 
the indexing performance o f t h e s e t w o training corpora, the indexing performance o f 
the evaluation corpora can also be improved to a certain extent. It is because in 
Figures 6.2 and 6.3，it is found that the indexing performance changing pattem o f a 
training corpus is similar to that o f the corresponding evaluation corpus. 
N o w , a technique modifying learning results is used. This is learning 
feedback modification (described in Section 3.5) which is possible to modify the 
learning results in iterations until there is no further possible improvement in the 
indexing performance o f training corpora. T h e learning feedback modification 
consists o f t w o similar processes: ( 1 ) positivefeedback and (2) negativefeedback. 
T h e y are described as be low. 
6 .4.1 . Posit ive feedback 
F o r a certain index term Ij, w e fo l low the steps in the learning process (mentioned in 
Sect ion 6 .2 .2 .1) to generate a relationship R j . Then, based on this learning result, 
w e attempt to re-index the positive training corpus o f I j using the indexing process 
(mentioned in Section 6.2.2.2). In fact, this indexing process can be considered as a 
separation process in which w e divide the positive training corpus into t w o sub-sets: 
indexedpositive training sub-corpus and non-indexedpositive training sub-corpus. 
T h e records in the former can be assigned with the index term Ij while those in the 
latter cannot. 
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Now, we enter the positive feedback iteration 1. We use the non-indexed 
positive training sub-corpus as if it was the positive training corpus and repeat the 
learning process to generate another relationship Rj,. The Rj, is merged into the 
original Rj to form a new Rj. The value of the significancefactor, k, (in between 0 
and 1) can adjust the significance of the new weight found in Rj'. The larger the 
value of k, the more significant the new weight in Rj'. The merge process is as 
follows. 
FOR EACH word in Rj' DO 
weight ofaword in Rj = A:.(new weight in Rj') + (l-A:).(old weight in Rj) 
After the above merging process, we re-calculate the Mj value and then divide the 
complete positive training corpus into two sub-sets again. This is the end of 
iteration 1 • 
Then, we enter the positive feedback iteration 2，3 and so on, until it is not 
possible to improve the indexing performance of the positive training corpus. The 
entire positive feedback for a particular index term Ij can be represented by the 
algorithm in Figure 6.4. 
The principle of the positive feedback is that the characteristics ofthe non-
indexed positive training sub-corpus, which cause an unsuccessful learning result 
(i.e. not being indexed) are possible to be learnt again. A particular promoting word 
with a low weight in the complete positive training corpus can get a relatively larger 
weight in the non-indexed positive training sub-corpus. Because in this sub-corpus, 
this promoting word is more dominant than it was before. Consequently, the 
weights of the promoting words found in the non-indexed positive training sub-
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corpus are possible to be increased and, thus, more records in this sub-set can be 
indexed in the next positive feedback iteration. 
Per form the learning process to generate initial R j , 
based on positive training corpus and negative training corpus 
Calculate M j 
Div ide positive training corpus into 
indexed positive training sub-corpus 
and non-indexed positive training sub-corpus 
L o o p 
Perform the learning process to generate Rj' , 
based on non-indexed positive training sub-corpus 
and negative training corpus 
M e r g e Rj ' into R j 
Re-calculate M j 
Divide positive training corpus into 
indexed positive training sub-corpus 
and non-indexed positive training sub-corpus 
Until no more improvement in the indexing performance o f positive training corpus 
Figure 6.4. The positive feedback algorithm. 
6.4.2. Negat ive feedback 
T h e negative feedback is similar to the positive feedback. The basic principle in 
these t w o feedbacks is the same. The purpose o f the negative feedback is to modify 
R j to cause fewer records in the negative training corpus indexed. The negative 
feedback for a certain index term Ij can be represented by the algorithm in Figure 
6.5. 
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6.4.3. Change o f indexed proportions o f positive/negative training corpus in 
feedback iterations 
Figure 6.6 and 6.7 can illustrate h o w the indexing performance is gradually modified 
by the positive feedback and negative feedback, respectively. 
Per form the learning process to generate initial R j , 
based on positive training corpus and negative training corpus 
Calculate M j 
Div ide negative training corpus into 
indexed negative training sub-corpus 
and non-indexed negative training sub-corpus 
L o o p 
Perform the learning process to generate Rj' , 
based on indexed negative training sub-corpus 
and positive training corpus 
M e r g e Rj ' into R j 
Re-calculate M j 
Divide negative training corpus into 
indexed negative training sub-corpus 
and non-indexed negative training sub-corpus 
Until no more improvement in the indexing performance o f negative training corpus 
Figure 6.5. The negative feedback algorithm. 
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Proportion 
^y^^'^""'^3os. training corpus 
Z neg. training corpus |teration 
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^^"^^\^^^ neg. training corpus 
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Figure 6.7. Change o f indexed proportion o f training corpora in the negative 
feedback. 
During the positive feedback iterations, the indexed proportions o f b o t h the 
positive training corpus and negative training corpus are increased. The increase in 
the positive training corpus is large and it stops at the later stage o f feedback 
process. The increasing rate is high at the beginning and it is slowing d o w n 
gradually. H o w e v e r , the increase in the negative training corpus is relatively small 
and it s t o p s a t the very beginning. Thus, on the whole, w e can take advantage o f t h e 
positive feedback. 
A similar situation is found in the negative feedback. The decrease o f 
indexed proportion in the negative training corpus is larger than that in the positive 
training corpus. The decreasing rate o f t h e negative training corpus is high at the 
beginning and it is slowing down gradually. Also, the decrease in the negative 
training corpus stops at the later stage o f feedback process while that in the positive 
training corpus stops very soon. Thus, the negative feedback is also useful. 
For example, in Figure 6.8, there are changes o f the indexed proportions o f 
the positive training corpus and negative training corpus o f an I N S P E C index term 
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" C 1 1 6 0 (Combinatorial mathematics)" in the positive feedback iterations fo l lowed 
b y the negative feedback iterations. 
Posit ive F e e d b a c k 
Iteration 0 _ J 2 _ 3 4 
P T C 85.25 89.00 90.00 90.75 90.75 
N T C 7.25 8.25 8.25 8.25 8.25 
N e g a t i v e Feedback 
Iteration 0 _ J 2 _ 3 
P T C 90.75 89.50 89.50 89.50 
N T C 8.25 6.75 6.50 6.50 
P T C = indexed proportion (in % ) o f positive training corpus, 
N T C = indexed proportion (in % ) o f negative training corpus. 
Figure 6.8. T h e change o f indexed proportions o f training corpora o f an D ^ S P E C 
index term " C 1 1 6 0 (Combinatorial mathematics)" in the positive and negative 
feedbacks. 
6.4.4. A n experiment evaluating the learning feedback modification 
A n experiment w a s performed to evaluate the learning feedback modification. In 
this experiment，for a particular index term Ij, a number o f positive feedback 
iterations fo l lowed by a number o f negative feedback iterations w e r e performed to 
modi fy the relationship R j . Then, the indexing process w a s performed to index the 
positive evaluation corpus and negative evaluation corpus, based on the modified R j . 
T h e testing data used in this experiment w e r e the same ones used in the experiment 
mentioned in Section 6.3.1 . Thus, the improvement can be measured by comparing 
the n e w and old results (i.e. the one using learning feedback modification and the 
one not using it). 
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N o t e that in this experiment, after the positive feedback iterations, the R j w a s 
directly modified in the negative feedback iterations. This mean that it is not 
necessary to perform the first step in the negative feedback to construct an initial R j 
again. T h e significance factor, k, mentioned in Section 6.4.1 is set to be 0.5 in this 
experiment. In other words, the merge process is as fol lows. 
F O R E A C H w o r d in Rj ' D O 
weight o f a w o r d in R j = 0.5(new weight in Rj ') + O.5(old weight in R j ) 
A f t e r applying the learning feedback modification, the average indexing performance 
o f t w o sets o f d a t a b a s e records ( m S P E C and M E D L M E ) are shown in Table 6.4. 
” p o s i t i v e and negative f e e d b a c k s “ positive and negative feedbacks 
N O T u s e d used ^ 
pos. evaluation neg. evaluation pos. evaluation neg. evaluation 
corpus corpus corpus corpus 
• P E C 88.36% 8 . 1 8 % 9 3 . 1 7 % 6 . 7 1 % 
l ^ D L m E 8 7 . 7 2 % 6 . 0 1 % 9 2 . 1 6 % 5 . 1 1 ¾ 
Table 6.4. Improvement o f indexing performance in m S P E C and M E D L ^ E data. 
From the above result, it is found that the learning feedback modification can 
assist in indexing more relevant documents correctly and fewer irrelevant document 
incorrectly. The improvement o f t h e positive evaluation corpus is higher than that o f 
the negative evaluation corpus. The reason is that the records in the positive training 
corpus and those in the positive evaluation corpus are commonly indexed by the 
same index term Ij. Thus, the modified relationship R j is more likely to affect the 
positive evaluation corpus. But the negative training corpus and negative evaluation 
corpus are not with this feature and the improvement is not as large as that o f the 
positive evaluation corpus. 
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6.4.5. A n experiment testing the significance factor in merging process 
In the previous experiment, the significance factor, k, in the merging process w a s set 
to be 0.5. In this experiment, the effect o f using different values o f significance 
factor w a s evaluated. The same experimental procedures in Section 6.4.4 were 
used. The experimental result is shown in Figures 6.9 and 6.10 for C^SPEC and 
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Figure 6.9. The change of indexing performance with different values o f significance 
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Figure 6.10. The change of indexing performance with different values o f 
significance factor in the merging process in M E D U N E data. 
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F r o m Figures 6.9 and 6.10，it is found that w h e n the significance factor is getting 
larger than 0.5, the indexing performance is decreasing with a large magnitude. In 
this situation, the learning feedback modification cannot improve the indexing 
performance, and conversely makes it poor. W h e n the change is large, the weight o f 
a promoting or demoting w o r d s can be modified to a point w h e r e it cannot be 
adjusted b a c k to its proper value in the fo l lowing iterations. Thus, a smaller change 
in each iteration is better than a larger change because a small change can readily 
adjust a weight to an appropriate value. A s mentioned in Section 3.5.2, a 
modif ication o f a certain probabilistic approximation can cause some sub-problems 
t o be solved correctly, but at the same time it can some other sub-problems to be 
solved incorrectly. N o w , it is found that w h e n the change is t o o rapid (i.e. 
significance factor t o o large), this phenomenon will occur seriously. 
T h e number o f iterations in the positive and negative feedbacks are also 
af fected by the value o f significance factor. T h e change o f the number o f iterations 
in the positive and negative feedbacks with different values o f significance factor in 
BS[SPEC and M E D L E S E data are shown in Figures 6 . 1 1 and 6 . 1 2 respectively. I f 
the significance factor is very small, the number o f iterations in the positive and 
negative feedbacks will be large. Because the change is not much in each iteration, 
and a longer time is required to attain the stable state. W h e n the significance factor 
is larger than 0.5, the number o f iterations changes slightly only. Thus, after 
considering the degree o f improvement and the number o f iterations, it is found that 
the optimal value o f significance factor is around 0.5 to 0.6. I f it is t o o large, the 
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Figure 6.12. The change o f iteration number with different values o f significance 
factor in the merging process in M E D U N E data. 
6 5. Conclusion 
In this chapter, a corpus-based induction learning to automatic indexing is described. 
This method consists o f t w o processes: (1) the learning process and (2) the indexing 
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process. In the learning process, a relationship between an index term and 
promoting and demoting words is constructed. Based on this relationship, the 
indexing process determines whether the index term should be assigned to a certain 
document or not. Experimental results have shown that this approach is efficient. 
For assigning a particular index term to documents, it is found that more than 8 7 % 
o f relevant documents can be assigned with the index term correctly, and only fewer 
than 9 % o f irrelevant documents are assigned incorrectly. It shows that this 
approach is more efficient than the traditional corpus-based approach. 
Furthermore, a learning feedback modification is used in this chapter. This 
technique can be incorporated into the learning process to further improve the 
indexing performance. A n experimental result has shown that this technique can 
increase about 5 % o f the number o f relevant documents indexed correctly and 
decrease about 1 % o f t h e number o f irrelevant documents indexed incorrectly. This 
technique is a kind ofautomatic modification o f the probabilistic approximations. 
In the future works, it is possible to further improve the indexing 
performance. W e have not processed multi-word phrases such as "red blood cell" in 
our experiments. It is expected that if these multi-word phrases are identified as 
complete tokens and w e construct relationship between index terms and these 
tokens, the indexing performance can be improved to a certain extent. Because the 




In the natural language processing, there are t w o different approaches: knowledge-
based and corpus-based approaches. The accuracy o f knowledge-based approach is 
relatively higher than that o f corpus-based approach. But the knowledge-based 
approach is often domain-specific and it requires to acquire knowledge and develop 
inference rules to solve problems. It is a time-consuming and expensive process. 
Conversely, the corpus-based approach is domain-general. The same statistical 
procedures can be applied to different domains. In fact, these t w o approaches can 
compensate the disadvantage o f each other, and should not reject each other. In the 
future, the domain o f knowledge-based approach should be broaden while the 
accuracy o f corpus-based approach should be increased. In this dissertation, w e 
attempt to improve the accuracy o f the corpus-based approach. The concept o f 
induction learning is incorporated into the traditional corpus-based approach for this 
objective. 
In the traditional corpus-based approach, there is only one training corpus 
for a particular application. In general, the frequency o f a linguistic entity (e.g. a 
w o r d or a syntactic tag) gives us information about its significance in the corpus. It 
is often difficult to determine whether a particular linguistic entity is significant or 
not by comparing its frequency with those o f other linguistic entities in the same 
corpus. For example, the stopwords such as "the" in an English corpus and the 
w o r d "的 " i n an Chinese corpus are often with high frequencies. But they are often 
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insignificant in many situations. O n the other hand, according to Z i p f s first law, the 
change o f linguistic entity frequency from the highest value to the lowest value is 
often gradual. With the exception o f linguistic entities o f first f e w highest 
frequencies, there is no obvious change o f frequency that can be used as a threshold 
to separate the high and l o w frequencies. 
In this dissertation, a corpus-based induction learning approach to natural 
language processing has been presented. Compared with the traditional approach, 
• 
the major feature o f this approach is that there are t w o corpora (instead o f one 
corpus) used in the training stage. They are positive and negative corpora. The aim 
o f using both the positive and negative corpora is to identify and compare the 
differences found in these t w o corpora. Based on these differences, the probabilistic 
approximations are calculated. For example, the word "the" in English texts and the 
w o r d “ 白 勺 “ i n Chinese texts are common in both the positive and negative corpora 
and they are unlikely to be significant. 
The positive corpus contains the materials relevant to a particular aim. 
Conversely, the negative corpus contains the materials irrelevant to the aim. The 
linguistic entities (e.g. characters, words, or syntactic tags) found in the positive and 
negative corpora can be divided into four types, based on their frequencies in these 
t w o corpora. 
positive corpus negative corpus 
_ T y p g j ^ high frequency hi^h frequency 
j T y p e B _ high frequency low frequency 
jType_C low frequency high frequency 
T y p e D low frequency low frequency 
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T h e linguistic entities o f Types B and C are often significant to be 
discovered. In general, linguistic entities o f T y p e B are specific in the positive 
corpus while those o f T y p e C are not specific in the positive corpus. Different 
applications require to identify linguistic entities o f T y p e B and/or T y p e C . 
There are t w o basic objectives to be achieved by comparison between the 
positive and negative corpora. These t w o objectives are identification and learning. 
For the objective o f identification, the negative corpus can be considered as a 
"background", which can illustrate the significance o f a particular linguistic entity in 
the positive corpus. 
F o r the learning objective, the positive and negative corpora provide a basis 
to learn and modify the probabilistic approximations so that they can be consistent 
with the data found in both the positive and negative corpora. A set o f Z ( a , P)+ are 
calculated from the positive corpus and a set o f Z ( a , p)' are calculated from the 
negative corpus. The notation a represents a solution (e.g. assignment o f an index 
term, change o f t h e segmentation result) while the notation p represents a linguistic 
entity (e.g. a word, a sequence ofsyntact ic tags). Z ( a , p)+ and Z ( a , p)" are z-scores 
o f p in the positive and negative corpora respectively, and they represent the 
correlations between a and p in the positive and negative corpora respectively. The 
difference between Z ( a , p)+ and Z ( a , p)" reflects the overall correlation between a 
a n d p . 
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H o w e v e r , the probabilistic approximations are often required t o be modified 
t o b e c o m e more accurate to predict the usage o f natural language. F o r the purpose 
o f modification, the probabilistic approximations can be divided into t w o types. In 
the first type, a particular solution a is dependent o f one linguistic entity P. In the 
second type，a particular solution a is dependent o f a number linguistic entities Pi, 
P2, ... Pn. N o t e that in the second type o f probabilistic approximation mentioned 
above, there can be different combinations o f modifying each o f correlation scores 
Z ( a , Pi) , Z ( a , p 2 ) , … Z ( a , Pn). It is not straightforward to obtain an optimal state in 
w h i c h the solution a can be selected correctly in most o f time. A technique o f 
leaming feedback modification is implemented in this research. T h e principle o f t h i s 
technique is that the incorrectly solved sub-problems are identified, and Z ( a , p) o f 
involved linguistic entities are modified to reduce the error rate. T h e positive and 
negative corpora are used to evaluate and modify the values o f Z ( a , P). T h e 
learning feedback modification is divided into t w o parts: positive and negative 
feedbacks. 
In the positive feedback, w e extract parts o f a complete positive corpus i f t h e 
data o f t h e s e parts are not consistent with the predictions based on a number o f Z ( a , 
P). Based on these inconsistent parts o f corpus only, another set o f correlation score 
Z(a，p)* are calculated using the same procedure for the complete corpus. Then, for 
each Z ( a , P), the modified value is calculated as M o w s . The value o f k controls the 
significance o f Z ( a , p) ' in the modification. 
modifiedZ{a, p) = k. Z(a, p / + (l-k). Z(a, p) 
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Then, the modified Z ( a , P) values are evaluated again and the inconsistent parts 
o f the positive corpus are extracted. Another iteration o f modification is performed 
again. This process repeats until no fiirther improvement in performance is found. In 
the negative feedback, a similar procedure is performed. B u t the negative corpus is 
manipulated in the negative feedback. 
Experimental results showed that the corpus-based induction learning 
approach is better than the traditional corpus-based approach. In Chapter 4, 
experimental results illustrated that a number o f domain-specific phrases and 
templates could be identified successfully. T o distinguish the high frequent domain-
specific w o r d s from the high frequent domain-general w o r d s ( e . g . “ 的 “ ） i s not 
straightforward if only one corpus is used. But with positive and negative corpora, 
it is efficient to identify such a kind o f words. In Chapter 5, experimental results 
illustrated that the modification rules can help to increase the w o r d segmentation 
accuracy. This application can demonstrate that based on the corpus, it is possible 
to generate the rules, which are supposed to be developed by a time-consuming 
knowledge acquisition process in the knowledge-based approach. In Chapter 6， 
experimental results showed that using both the positive and negative corpora could 
got a better performance than using one corpus. In addition, the experimental 
results illustrated that the learning feedback modification technique could further 
improve the indexing accuracy. This technique is difficult to be implemented i f t h e r e 
is no positive and negative corpora used to evaluate and control the change o f 
probabilistic approximations. 
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A s mentioned before, the corpus-based induction learning approach belongs 
to a kind o f model in which the system automatically modifies the probabilistic 
approximations where there are errors. Human only provides parameters to the 
analytical system. In fact, these parameters are often values o f thresholds involved 
in some decisions. In general, the threshold can be divided into t w o types, based on 
whether its value is determined manually or automatically. The thresholds 
determined manually are often involved in the initial step o f a procedure. These are 
some basic decisions (e.g. to determine whether a frequency is high or low). For 
example, the threshold used to select promoting or demoting w o r d s in the automatic 
indexing application is determined manually, and this is the first step in the learning 
process. Conversely, the thresholds determined automatically are often involved in 
the last step o f a procedure. For example, the threshold o f an indexing score is 
determined automatically, and this decision is taken in the last step o f the learning 
process. 
I f a t h r e s h o l d is involved in an initial step o f a procedure, its value is difficult 
to be determined automatically. Because at the beginning, there is no statistical data 
which can help us to determine a suitable threshold value. In this research, a try-
and-error approach is used to determine thresholds o f this kind. It is found that in 
different kinds ofapplications, the optimal thresholds are entirely different. But once 
a suitable threshold is determined, it is suitable for the data o f the same kind. 
Only after some statistical data have been gathered from the positive and 
negative corpora in the beginning steps o f a procedure, it is possible to determine 
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automatically the threshold values involved in the later steps. It is because some 
statistics are already collected, and based on these data w e can determine the 
thresholds involved in the fo l lowing steps. 
In this research, positive and negative corpora are involved in a training 
procedure. In fact, the idea o f comparing t w o corpora can be elaborated. W e can 
construct a number o f corpora with different degree o f relevance t o a particular 
leaming objective. B a s e d on the comparison among these n corpora, relationships 
b e t w e e n solutions and linguistic entities can be constructed with different degree o f 
specificity. 
F o r example, in the application o f domain-specific phrases identification, 
there are several iterations o f comparison between different pairs o f c o r p o r a . In the 
first iteration, w e can use the original procedure in which the positive and negative 
corpora are relevant and irrelevant to a particular domain (say financial news) 
respectively. T h e result o f first iteration comparison are the phrases specific to 
financial news. In the second iteration, the original positive corpus is divided into 
t w o halves. T h e first half is about the overseas financial news, and it is used as the 
positive corpus in the second iteration. T h e second half is about the local financial 
news, and it is used as the negative corpus in the second iteration. A f t e r the second 
iteration o f comparison, w e can identify the phrases specific to overseas financial 
news. This process can repeat to increase the specificity o f identified phrases. 
F inal ly，we may get the hierarchical structure illustrating different degree o f 
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specificity of identi f ied phrases in Figure 7 .1 . This can help to identify types o f news 
articles with higher specificity. 
f inancid news 
_ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
local financial news overseas financial news 
^ ^ ^ 
Chinese non-Chinese 
financial news financial news 
Figure 7 . 1 . A n example o f hierarchical structure illustrating different degree o f 
specificity o f article types. 
Similarly, in the application o f automatic indexing o f controlled index terms. 
T h e above divide-and-conquer method can construct the relations between index 
terms and w o r d s with different degree o f specificity. In fact, index terms used in 
E ^ S P E C and M E D L E S E are with predefined hierarchical structures. B u t n o w the 
hierarchical structures are not binary trees like the one in Figure 7 .1 . The relations 
between index terms and words can be measured as follows. I f a parent node has n 
child nodes, there will be n learning processes for these n siblings. In each learning 
process, the positive corpus is constructed, based on a particular subbing. This 
means the documents in the positive corpus are all indexed by this index term. The 
negative corpus is constructed, based on other siblings. This means the documents 
in the negative corpus can be indexed by any one o f these nA index terms. For 
example, assume a sub-tree o f i n d e x term hierarchical structure is as follows. 
R 
/ ^ ? ^ 
a b c d e 
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R is a general index term while a, b, c, d, and e are specific index terms. The 
positive and negative corpora used in a number of learning process are as fol lows. 
T o leam differences Positive Corpus containing Negat ive Corpus containing 
between: documents indexed by: documents indexed by: 
a and other index terms a b，c，d and e 
b and other index terms b a’ c，d and e 
c and other index terms c a, b，d and e 
d and other index terms d a’ b，c and e 
e and other index terms e a, b，c, and d 
Using this method, if a document is already determined to be indexed by R, w e can 
then determine which specific index term is more suitable to describe the document. 
In this dissertation, the corpus-based induction learning approach to natural 
language processing has been introduced. The aim o f this approach is to increase 
the accuracy o f the traditional corpus-based approach, in which only one training 
corpus is used. There are t w o problems in the traditional corpus-based approach. 
First, the irrelevant materials are often found in the corpus. They should be 
identified and ignored in the calculation o f correlations. Second, the initial 
probabilistic approximations should be changed to obtain a higher accuracy. 
H o w e v e r , it is difficult to determine h o w to change especially when there are 
multiple linguistic entities correlated with one solution. The corpus-based induction 
learning approach can assist in solving these t w o problems to attain a higher 
accuracy o fper formance in the natural language processing. 
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Appendix F: S o m e examples o f t e x t s containing the templates in political news articles 


















A p p e n d i x G : Syntactic tags used in w o r d segmentation modification rule experiment 
NN 名言司 common noun 
NLN 芳位名詞 locative noun 
NPN 蓴 用 名 詞 proper noun 
NTN _ _ 名 詞 temporal noun 
NRN _ 務 名 _ noun of official rank 
NPSS t & R personal surname 
NPSN 人名 personal name 
NTC 音譯字 character in translation 
NAN 开乡名詞 noun as adjective 
VT 发物動詞 transitive verb 
VI 不友物動言司 intransitive verb 
V A 情 態 翻 | modal auxiliary 
V M ®[^®llf motion verb 
V L 系動言竜 linking verb 
VC 检句動詞 verb + a clause 
A 弁 � 容 | _ adjective 
M M M | H — numeral 
M A ? ^ 8 [言司 numeral approximation 
U 量詞 measure word 
PP 人稱代琶司 personal pronoun 
PD 搶示|戈_ determiner 
PAD §1_1丰旨代言_ adverbial pronoun 
PA � | 旨 代 言 | definite article 
FPN 名言司前緣 nominal prefix 
FSN 名 詞 後 , 德 nominal suffix 
FPM 數言司前嶽 numeral prefix 
FSA 形容詞後綴 adjectival suffix 
DV 畐嗣一 verbal adverb 
DS 畐丨]_二 sentential adverb 
DN W M ^ nominal negative prefix 
DA &Miffl^ complement predicate 
工 介 言 | preposition 
SDG 結構助詞的 de , genitive 
SDA 結構助詞地 de , adverbial 
SDC 結構助詞得 de ‘ complement 
SP 結構助詞所 suo3 
SC 結構助詞似的 si4de 
SO 結構助詞等 cieng3 
SY 結構助詞以來 yi31ai2 
ST 時態、助言司 temp〇ral、auxiliary 
SM 語氣助詞 auxiliary of mood 
CC 棍 甸 蓮 _ clause connector 
CP 言司糸且連言司 phrase connector 
T 嘆言司 exclamatory word 
E 象聲言司 onomatopoeic word 
0 習用語 idiomatic word 
Bx 標 點 又 punctuation x * 
H i ^ W ^ loan word 
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Appendix H: A n example o f semantic approach to automatic indexing 
In this example, the approach used by Vleduts-Stokolov [102, 103] will be illustrated. 
V leduts-Stokolov described a natural language processing system designed as an 
automatic aid to subject indexing in B I O S I S . The procedure that the system should 
model is a deep indexing with a controlled vocabulary o f biological concepts --
Concepts Headings (CHs). O n the average, ten C H s are assigned to each article by 
B I O S I S indexers. The automatic procedure consists o f t w o stages: ( 1 ) translation o f 
natural-language biological titles into title-semantic representations which are in the 
constructed formalized language o f C o n c e p t Primitives, and (2) translation o f t h e latter 
representations into the language o f CHs. 
The first stage is performed by matching the titles against the system's Semantic 
Vocabulary ( S V ) . The S V currently contains approximately 15,000 biological natural 
language terms and their translations in the language o f Concept Primitives. In Figure 
H 1 , there are examples o f simple S V structure. 
natural language term:Fatty Tissue 
Concept Primitives: B O N E S , J O ^ T S & A D I P O S E T I S S U E ; LH>roS 
natural language term: Chicken(s) 
Concept Primitives: A V E S ; P R O D U C T I O N A M M A L S ; P O U L T R Y ; 
T E R R E S T R I A L ; D O M E S T I C ; L A B O R A T O R Y 
Figure H 1 . Examples ofsemantic vocabularies used by Vleduts-Stokolov [102, 103], 
The second stage o f t h e automatic procedure is performed by matching the title 
representations against the C H definitions, formulated as Boolean search strategies in 
the language o f Concept Primitives. In Figure H2, there is an example o f a C H 
definition. The summary o f t h e s e t w o stages is described in Figure H3. 
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C H : B l o o d Cell Studies 
Definition: ( C Y T O L O G Y ) and (not T H Y M U S ) 
Figure H2. A n example o f C o n c e p t Heading defintion used by Vleduts-Stokolov [102, 
103]. 
Natural languag 
Biological document (with title) 
(1) 
Natural language (2) 
Biological title “ 
i (3) i i 
Semantic representation o f (4) Set o f B i o l o g i c a l 
the title in the " " ^ Concept Headings 
formalized intermediary 
language o f concept primitives 
The arrow ( 1 ) corresponds to the real life indexing procedure. The arrow (2) 
corresponds to the virtual procedure, which is part o f the procedure ( 1 ) modeled in the 
automatic procedure. The arrows (3) and (4) represent the t w o stages o f automatic 
procedure. 
Figure H3. Summary o f semantic approach o f automatic indexing used by Vleduts-
Stokolov. 
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Appendix I: A n example o f svntactic approach to automatic indexing 
In this example, the approach used by Dillon and Gray [24] will be illustrated. Their 
approach is based on the idea that content bearing words or phrases belong to certain 
syntactic categories or combinations o f categories. After assigning the words in the 
text to categories, it selects concepts based on predefined patterns o f categories. It 
then reduces variations o f these concepts to an authoritative form for grouping. In 
practice, indexing consists o f t w o major operations. The first is concept selection and 
the second is concept grouping. 
The concept selection consists o f three steps. The first step is assignment o f 
words to syntactic categories. A n exception dictionary o f words and a suffix 
dictionary o f word endings are used to assign mnemonic tags representing syntactic 
categories to every word, number, and punctuation character found in text. Since 
individual words within the English language may belong to more than one category, 
more than one tag may be assigned. Any word not tagged by the dictionaries is 
assigned a default tag o f adjective-noun-verb. In Figure II，there are some examples 
o f tags. 
The second step is disambiguation o f multiply tagged words. Choosing 
between multiple syntactic categories (disambiguation) is accomplished by examining 
the tags o f w o r d s before and after the ambiguous (multitagged) word. For example, 
the word "automated" may be either a past tense verb or past participle. In the phrase 
"by automated methods", one rule for disambiguation recognizes that a past tense verb 
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cannot fo l low "by", a w o r d which functions either as a preposition or adverb, and the 
past tense tag is removed. 
Syntactic category Examples 
adverb or preposition by, around 
general noun analysis 
adjective administrative 
modal auxiliary can, may 
Figure I I . Examples o f tags used by Dillon and Gray [24]. 
T h e third step is to select concepts. The text, represented by tags, is matched 
against a dictionary o f acceptable concept forms. In the case o f "by automated 
methods", the form identifies "automated methods" as a concept based on the tags 
"past participle" fo l lowed by "plural noun". 
The second operation is concept grouping which is made up o f t w o steps. The 
first step is formation o f canonical forms. Each concept is first standardized by 
purging it o f u n w a n t e d words, either general nouns, or w o r d s such as "by", "in", " o f ' , 
"for" or "to". For example, " o f , is purged from the phrase "review o f b o o k s " . W o r d s 
for purging are identified by membership in syntactic categories. The remaining w o r d s 
o f a concept (in stem form) are then sorted. The intent is to merge concepts that differ 
in minor w a y s to the same (canonical) form. The second step is to group concepts. 
Quasisynonymous groups o f concepts are formed by treating as equivalent all 
canonical forms that overlap in at least one stem. Finally, content bearing words are 
selected and grouped according to their meanings. These words can be used as index 
terms or as clues for selecting index terms. The summary o f these t w o operations is 
described in Figure 12. 
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A : C O N C E P T S E L E C T I O N 
A sample o f t e x t : I would like all information on library catalogs produced by 
automated methods. . . 
T a g g i n g and disambiguation (steps 1-2) 
T e x t T a g Dictionary Disambiguated 
I P P S Exception 
w o u l d M D Exception 
like V B - S C - J J Exception V B 
all P Q L - Q L Exception 
information G N Exception 
on A P P Exception 
library N N Exception 
catalogs N N S - V B Z Suffix 
produced V B D - V B N Suffix 
by A P Exception 
automated V B D - V B N Suffix V B N 
methods N N S Exception 
Concept selection (step 3) 
Concept Form 
library catalogs N N N N S - V B Z 
automated methods V B N N N S 
B : C O N C E P T G R O U P E ^ G • 
Results o f stemming, internal sorting o f stems within the concepts and grouping 
multiword forms with single w o r d groups. 
Concept Canonical Form Groups 
library catalogs catalog librar catalog librar 
catalog 
librar 
automated methods autom method autom method 
autom 
method 
Figure 12. A n example illustrating the syntactic approach o f automatic indexing used 
by Dillon and Gray [24]. 
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Appendix J: Samples o f m S P E C and M E D U N E Records 
Samples ofES[SPEC and M E D U N E records are shown b e l o w � O n l y the fields o f title, 
abstract and index terms are shown. In ES[SPEC, the index terms (described as 
classification codes) are placed in the classification field while in M E D L m E , the 
index terms (described as Medical Subject Headings) are placed in the descriptors 
field. 
Sample 1 (Hv[SPEC record) 
Title: Cartographic problems solving in geographical information system for agriculture. 
Abstract: The system described in this paper is a consequence of the use of artificial intelligence and 
geographical information system (GIS) for remote sensing image interpretation. The knowledge the 
authors are managing with for classification purposes on satellite images involves image data which 
can be used for reasoning on GISs. The authors' system computes a potentiality map for problem 
solution with a specification (characterizing the expert knowledge by means of production rules) 
provided by the user. This knowledge may be uncertain and imprecise and is obtained particularly by 
fuzzy set theory. The solution potentialities are computed by an expert system using an inference 
network (an acyclic graph). This approach is extended with neighbourhood point computotions to 
consider some spatial relations. The authors have experimented with their system on Talni Hills', a 
mountainous region of meridional India to locate areas where the profitability of agriculture could 
generally be the best. But it can be used to solve a lot of other problems because the system is 
explicitly designed to provide the user with a decision-making environment for cartographic problem 
solving to be carried out in a flexible manner. (14 Refs.) 
Classification: B7730 (Other remote sensing applications in Earth sciences); B0250 (Combinatorial 
mathematics). B6140C (Optical information, image and video signal processing); C7840 (Geography 
and cartography computing); C1160 (Combinatorial mathematics); C5260B (Computer vision and 
image processing techniques) 
Sample 2 f M E D U N E record) 
Title: Detection of lymph node metastases of squamous-cell cancer of the head and neck with FDG-
PETandMRI. 
Abstract- The uptake of 2-deoxy-2-[18F]fluoro-D-glucose OFDG) in neck lymph nodes of twelve 
patients with a squamous-cell carcinoma of the oral cavity was studied with PET in order to detect 
and locate lymphogenic metastases. . . 
METHODS: The results ofFDG-PET imaging were compared with climcal, MRI and istopathologic 
findings Standardized uptake values (SUV) were also calculated. 
RESULTS. A sensitivity of 91% and a specificity of 88% were calculated for FDG-PET. In contrast, 
a sensitivity of 36% and a specificity of 94% were calculated for MRI. Calculated SUVs for reactive 
lymph nodes, metastatic lymph nodes and the primaty tumor were undifferentiated. 
CONCLUSION. Using FDG-PET, lymph node metastases of squamous-cell carcinomas of the oral 
cavity can be visualized with a high sensitivity and specificity. FDG-PET can be an improvement in 
the evaluation of the neck. 
Descriptors- *Carcinoma, Squamous Cell--Diagnosis-DI; *Carcinoma, Squamous Cell-Secondary--
SC. *Head and Neck Neoplasins--Radionuclide Imaging-RI; Lymph Nodes-Radionuclide Imaging-
RT，*Magnetic Resonance Imaging; *Mouth Neoplasms-Diagnosis-DI; *Mouth Neoplasms-
Secondary-SC- Aged. Aged, 80 and over; Carcinoma，Squamous Cell--Radionuclide Imaging-RI; 
Deoxvelucose--Analogs and Derivatives-AA; Deoxyglucose-Diagnostic Use--DU; Fluorine 
Radioiiotopes-Diagnostic Use-DU; Lymphatic Metastasis; Middle Age; Mouth Neoplasms-
Radionuclide Imaging-RI 
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Appendix K : Examples o f P r o m o t i n g and Demoting W o r d s 
T h e fo l lowing are some promoting w o r d s (with weight > 2.0) and demoting w o r d s 
(with w e i g h t < -3.0) o f a n rSFSPEC index term " C 1 1 6 0 (Combinatorial mathematics)". 
A f igure fo l lowing each w o r d is the weight o f t h e word. 
Promoting w o r d s Demoting w o r d s 
f u z z y 38.92 energy - 1 2 . 1 4 
algorithm 14.42 field -12.07 
set 9.32 temperature -7.93 
graph 7 . 7 1 surface -7 .32 
algorithms 6.94 w a v e -7.25 
tree 4.81 magnetic -6.57 
control 4 .57 density -6.44 
n e t w o r k 4 . 5 1 phase -6 .16 
learning 4 .51 scattering -6.03 
k n o w l e d g e 3.98 electron -6.03 
graphs 3.98 spin -5.08 
rules 3.92 r a y - 5 . 0 1 
membership 3.50 spectra -4.80 
rule 3.44 transition -4.67 
information 3.44 light -4.53 
grey 3.21 liquid -4.46 
e f f i c i e n t 3 . 1 5 fields -4.46 
design 3.09 resonance -4.40 
petri 3.03 region -4.40 
search 2.91 mass-4.33 
optimization 2.91 pressure -4.26 
minimum 2.91 opt ica l -4 .13 
genetic 2.91 interaction -3.99 
sets 2.73 distribution -3.99 
decision 2.73 transfer -3.85 
neural 2.67 gamma -3.85 
l o g i c 2 . 6 1 flow -3.79 
inference 2.61 absorption -3.79 
class 2.61 solar -3.72 
object 2.55 a lpha-3.72 
image 2.49 mean-3.58 
points 2.43 f requency-3 .51 
n e t s 2 . 3 8 current -3.45 
real 2.32 plasma-3.38 
programming 2.32 heat-3.38 
modeling 2.26 w a v e s - 3 . 3 1 
representation 2.20 l ine-3.31 
operators 2.08 formation-3.31 
input2.08 ion-3+24 
networks 2.02 iomzat ion-3.11 
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